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NOTES OF INTERVIEW
INQUIRY INTO ALLEGATIONS MADE BY MR O'BRIEN IN CORRESPONDENCE 

TO THE CHIEF JUSTICE DATED 30 NOVEMBER 2007 AND TO THE 
REGISTRAR, HIGH COURT, HAMILTON, 22 JANUARY 2008 IN CONNECTION 

WITH CERTAIN MATTERS ARISING FROM MR O'BRIEN'S ACTIVITIES AS AN 
UNDERCOVER CONSTABLE

Present:
Bruce Squire QC
Patrick O'Brien
Detective Inspector Ross Grantham

Date:
Thursday, 30 July 2009

Held:
Featherston Chambers
Level 11, 109 Featherston Street
WELLINGTON
___________________________________________________________________________

Note:  Mr O'Brien confirms that the letters referred to in the title above were written by him.

BS: I will start by covering, if I may some preliminary matters about your background in 
the Police and so on.  You will recall, Mr O'Brien that I wrote to you on 30 March this 
year and in that letter I outlined the various cases from the various districts that I had 
been able to locate.

POB: Yes, I received that letter, Sir.

BS: And what appeared to have been the arrests and the prosecutions were taken as a result 
of your undercover activities in the various areas referred to.

POB: Yes.

BS: In that letter I said to you that I needed to make it clear to you that what you say to me 
in the course of this interview is not privileged and if in the course of it you admit any 
criminal  offending  or  any  evidence  of  criminal  offending  that  may be  admissible 
evidence used in a Court of law if proceedings are taken against you.

POB: Yes, I read that and I understood what you said.

BS: You know what that means?

POB: Yes, I do understand, and I fully understand the implications of that, and what I am 
about to ... and what we are about to talk about.
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BS: Right.  I also suggested to you that it might be advisable if you consulted a solicitor.

POB: Yes.

BS: Or, and I invited you to have a solicitor present if you wanted to.

POB: Yes, I received that advice and I understood it and I have decided not to.

BS: Right, Okay.  So you are happy to proceed on that basis.

POB: Yes, I am thanks, yes I am.

BS: Okay.  Now, Am I right that you actually joined the Police in September of 1971?

POB: That's correct, Sir.  Yes.

BS: And do you recall.   How old were you at that time?

POB: 19.

BS: Right.  And were you virtually straight out of school.

POB: Yes, Sir, I was.

BS: And you were at the Police Training School out at Porirua?

POB: At Trentham, Sir.

BS: Trentham.

POB: Yes, I was a recruit there.

BS: Okay.  And you did three months' training?

POB: Yes.  I won the Sportsman's Award, which I was very proud of.

BS: That's good.

POB: I struggled academically, but I enjoyed my time there.

BS: You had gone to school in Wellington hadn't you?

POB: Yes, I am an old boy of St Pat's Silverstream.

BS: And then, following once you graduated from Police Training School you were then 
assigned to Wellington Central Police Station.
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POB: That's correct.

BS: Where  you  were  from December  1971  to  February 1974 before  you  started  your 
undercover duties, is that right?

POB: The starting dates are correct.  There is, I am not sure in my own mind the exact dates 
when I joined ... when I was assigned to undercover work.  I would like to refer to and 
I understand it is on this file, the WILSON report, a letter he wrote, WILSON wrote to 
the then Director of Crime, Mal Churches, which outlined my service, my three-year 
service. The beginning dates and the end dates I am unsure of, so I do know it was 
three years. If your records state 1974, that is fine by me.

BS: Well, yes, my records state that from 10 December 1971 to 27 February 1974 you 
were at Wellington Central Police Station and then from 28 February 1974 to 22nd June 
you were at the Taranaki Street Intelligence, Taranaki Street Police Station engaged in 
an Intelligence programme.

POB: I don't know anything about that.

BS: No, would that have been,

POB: I was at Taranaki Street.  I was Watchhouse Keeper for a short time and it was from 
there that I was recruited to join the C.I.S.

BS: Right.  From the Taranaki Street Police Station.

POB: Yes.

BS: Right.  And that would have been 1974 or thereabouts.

POB: I don't know, I don't know, Sir.   But if that is the record, that is fine.

BS: Okay.  Sure.  Now how much training did you undergo for the undercover duties that 
you subsequently did.

POB: One week.

BS: One week?

POB: One week in Wanganui.

BS: In Wanganui.

POB: At an isolated location.

BS: Right.
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POB: I understand it was a {BLANK}.  But it was some distance from Wanganui.

BS: And do you recall now who it was who ran that training course?

POB: The Coordinator for Criminal Intelligence, {BLANK}.

BS: {BLANK},  right.   And were  any other  Police  Officers  present  in  assisting in  the 
training programme?

POB: Yes there were.

BS: Do you recall who they were?

POB: Yes.  A man by the name of {BLANK}, who was a uniformed sergeant assigned to 
Criminal  Intelligence,  who worked in  Criminal  Intelligence  Headquarters;   and  in 
addition to those two men, there were a number of other Detectives from around the 
country who were members of the Criminal Intelligence.  The only name I remember 
from that was my First Operator, a man by the name of {BLANK}, who was my First 
Operator and he was assigned, he was attached to the Auckland Vice Squad.  There 
was  also  a  man  called  {BLANK},  who  was  attached  to  Wellington,  Detective 
{BLANK}, I am not quite sure what his role was whether he was there as an operator 
or; those are the only names I can remember of non-agents.

BS: Do you recall,  just  roughly,  you don't  have to be precise,  how many other  Police 
Officers were there undergoing the training programme?

POB: At least five.

BS: Five.

POB: Their  names  were  {BLANK},  a  uniform  constable  from  Wellington;  myself;  I 
remember their faces, the names may come to me in the course of the morning.

BS: It is not important, but you think there were about five others.

POB: There were five of us as I recall including myself.

BS: Okay, including yourself.  Right.  And this training programme was carried out, you 
say, at a remote location.

POB: Yes.

BS: Near Wanganui somewhere.

POB: From memory it was the {BLANK}, but it had  accommodation and it was all self-
enclosed.
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BS: Right.  Looking back now do you have any comments about the training programme 
and the adequacy of it that you want to make?

POB: I thought it was fine.  I mean in retrospect, no, but at the time, given the experience 
and the body of knowledge that the Department had, I think it was satisfactory.

BS: Did you think that it adequately fitted you for what followed in terms of what you 
were required to do?

POB: Nothing could fit you for that, Sir.  I don't ... that is not a criticism of the training.

BS: Right, just a fact of life.

POB: That was the way it was.

BS: Alright. Now from  June 1974 to November 1975, the records record that you were 
actually assigned to the Personnel section at Police National Headquarters.

POB: That's correct.

BS: That would effectively cover periods that you were on undercover duties or part of it 
wouldn't it?

POB: That's  correct,  Sir,  Yes.  The standard practice  in  those  days  was that  we were  all 
transferred to National Headquarters although of course we went . . . yeah.

BS: In point of fact as from 23 June 1974 the records show that you commenced your 
undercover duties in Auckland, is that your recollection?

POB: That was my first operation.

BS: Yes, alright.

POB: I am not sure of any of the dates, Sir, so I ... whatever the records show.

BS: Well maybe if you looked at that file it would help you because I suspect what I have 
got on here is also on yours.

POB: Okay.

BS: And I am looking at this document which is.

POB: That is a summary of this?

BS: I assume so.

POB: Well, then I am happy to go with that.
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BS: Would you?

POB: Okay, if you prefer me to.

BS: I would because, on the piece of paper I am referring to I have some names.

POB: Oh, I see.

BS: Which you won't have but I do have and I am going to ask you about some of them.

POB: Okay, alright.

BS: It is probably under a document headed like that.  Do you want me to see if I can find 
it.

POB: Yes please, Sir.

BS: Okay. The names have actually been crossed out in your copy, but it can help you with 
the dates and the times of various phases of your undercover duties that I need to talk 
to you about. That is the page that I was asking you about.  You see the dates 23 June 
1974  to  23  August  1974  approximately  Auckland  Regional  Vice  Squad  and  your 
Operator, as you told us was Detective {BLANK}, is that right?

POB: Yes, that's right.

BS: Is that the recall of your ...

POB: The Operator's name has been crossed out.

BS: It has been crossed out has it?  But you recall that he was the Operator at that time.

POB: Yes, he was.

BS: Does that time accord with your memory of the dates?

POB: I don't have a memory of the dates.

BS: No, okay, it seems that you were only up there about.

POB: Just a few months.

BS: Couple of months, yes.

POB: Yes, that's right.

BS: Now, the information that I have got is that a number of arrests were made as a result 
of your undercover duties up there and I have got the names of.
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POB: Perhaps I can just interject and probably streamline this a little bit.  I didn't start telling 
lies  until  I  started  in  Hamilton.  So,  I  was  pretty  straight  when I  was  working  in 
Auckland so any evidence I gave was correct and true.

BS: Sure, okay.

POB: I only started ...

BS: I am just trying to eliminate some of the cases, some of them I don't think are going to 
be relevant.

POB: Yes, okay.  So for the purposes  of our interview, I don't think any of the cases in 
Auckland are relevant.

BS: Well, may be one, and I will come to it in a moment.

POB: Oh, okay.

BS: For  example,  there  are,  there  is  a  record  here  of  four  people  being  arrested  for 
bookmaking, okay?

POB: Okay.

BS: Which is obviously not important for present purposes?

POB: No.

BS: Okay.  I am just.  There is a series of people's names under the heading 'Prosecutions', 
one of which you will recognize for reasons I will come to in a moment, but others I 
am not sure whether they were cases of the kind that we can assume here.  I am going 
to give you the names and you can just tell me whether you think there is anything 
significant.  {BLANK}?   No.  {BLANK};  {BLANK}?

POB: These are all to do with heroin.

BS: No, I don't know.

POB: Yes, they are.  The {BLANK} name rings a bell.

BS: These ring bells?

POB: This is all part of Mr Asia's distribution chain, yes.

BS: Right.  {BLANK}?

POB: Yes, I remember this name.
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BS: Mr and Mrs {BLANK}?

POB: Yes.

BS: {BLANK}?

POB: Yes.

BS: {BLANK}?

POB: Don't recall.

BS: {BLANK}?

POB: Yes.

BS: I will come back to him.  {BLANK}?

POB: Yes.

BS: {BLANK}?

BS: {BLANK}?

POB: {BLANK} no.    {BLANK}?    No I don't recall {BLANK} from Auckland ... there 
was a {BLANK} in my Gisborne operation.

BS: Yes, I think I will come back to {BLANK} because I have actually found some files 
relating to him.  Those are simply recorded as prosecutions, but because of the lapse of 
time and we haven't been able to locate the files obviously.

POB: Right.

BS: And the Court doesn't hold files for those people.

POB: I understand all those people left the country.

BS: Did they?

POB: I never got to actually give evidence against them.

BS: So you don't recall giving evidence.

POB: No, not against any of those people, no.

BS: Okay.   
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POB: But I remember them clearly and it was heroin.

BS: They were.

POB: It was pure heroin.

BS: So your recollection is that all those people were involved in dealing in heroin or use 
of heroin?

POB: Yes, distributing heroin.

BS: But you never gave evidence against any of those people?

POB: No.  No.  They were all arrested but never came to prosecution.

BS: Sure.  Now there is another case in 1974 where it is recorded you attended a Court 
case, Police against {BLANK} and {BLANK}, do you recall that?

POB: No.

BS: Okay. And then there is the case of Mr {BLANK}.  Now you gave evidence at  a 
depositions hearing against him and subsequently a trial in Auckland, not Hamilton 
presided over by Justice Beattie in what was the old Supreme Court in those days.

POB: I don't recall that, Sir.

BS: Right, well we will come back to that.

POB: What I could say is that I didn't, if in fact I did give evidence, then what I said was the 
truth;  I would have then ...

BS: Right. That was a trial regarding the purchase of hashish and the record I have got here 
is the jury returned a guilty verdict.   I have actually got some papers in relation to that 
case which I will come back to a little later.   The Court actually did manage to find 
some records in respect of that one.  If we go down there then, September 1974 is 
recorded that you attended the Palmerston North Music Festival, but that is about all.

POB: That's right, that was just ...

BS: Then  in  September  of  1974  through  to  October  1974  you  operated  obviously  in 
Hamilton reporting to Detectives {BLANK} and {BLANK}.

POB: Correct.

BS: Is that right?

POB: Mr {BLANK} was my Operator.
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BS: Right.  And there are a number of people who were prosecuted as a result of your 
activities there.  I will just give you the names but we won't go into the details because 
I  need to  come back to  them,  but  the  names I  have are  {BLANK};   {BLANK}; 
{BLANK};   {BLANK};   {BLANK};   {BLANK};   {BLANK};   {BLANK}; 
{BLANK};   {BLANK};   {BLANK};   {BLANK};   {BLANK};   {BLANK}; 
{BLANK};  {BLANK};  {BLANK};  {BLANK}.  And I have got some papers which 
we will go through a little later which records that some of those, but not all of them, 
were the subject of a trial before Justice Beattie again in the Hamilton High Court.

POB: I don't recall those names, but yes, Mr Beattie ... Mr Justice Beattie presided over all 
those cases.

BS: Yes, that's right.  Alright.  After that, after your work in Hamilton you were then sent 
briefly again back to Auckland where you assisted with a special assignment with the 
C.I.B, see that on page 2?   5 October 1974, do you recall that?

POB: No, sir.

BS: Okay.

POB: But I have to say I was constantly travelling around the country, what we call in-out 
jobs, you know, one weekend.  I was very good at what I did and I could do what I did 
in a day or two.

BS: Okay. Good. Then you were sent down to Dunedin, you will see that there is a period 
of about just over a week, 10 days, you were in Dunedin?

POB: Yes.

BS: From 13 December 1974 through till 24 January 1975 and Mr {BLANK}was your 
Operator down there.

POB: That's right.

BS: And, I will just take some names, apparently arrested as a result of your activities 
down there were a {BLANK};  {BLANK};  {BLANK}?

POB: I am shaking my head but what I am indicating is that I don't recall the names.

BS: You don't recall the names then.  I will just go through them though.  A man by the 
name  of  {BLANK},  I  don't  know  his  Christian  name;   a  man  by  the  name  of 
{BLANK} and a  man by the  name of  {BLANK}.   No?    Don't  know is  natural 
enough.

POB: Can I just make a point at this time, I find it very interesting that I do not recall the 
names.  Police, the Detective Inspector here will know, that as Policemen, usually we 
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know their names including their surname and their date of birth and some of us even 
remember the PG numbers.  Do they still have PG numbers?   Okay.  The point I want 
to make is that I have spent really my adult life trying to forget about all that stuff and 
I, what I, I sort of recall people's faces and what I did, I seem to have, at this time, 
expunged the names.

BS: Yes, well we are talking about events over 30 years ago now.  It is not surprising that. 
I just wanted.

POB: Okay, that is fine.

BS: See if you can get any recognition because then it will help me be able to focus on 
whether these are ones we need to look at or don't.  Alright.  From, after your short 
duties in Dunedin, you were then sent to Gisborne where you were from 8 January 
1975 through to 8 February 1975 and again from 1 May 75 through to 15 June 75.  See 
that?

POB: Yes, I see that.

BS: And.

POB: My feeling is, those dates, I went to Gisborne twice.  My feeling is these are very short 
periods.  I was, on each of those cases, quite lengthy periods of time.

BS: The record I have indicates that the Police describe what you did up there is Operation 
{BLANK} and your Operator there was Detective Sergeant {BLANK}, do you recall 
that?

POB: Correct, yes I do.

BS: Okay.  And the names of people that you were, that I have got as arrested as a result of 
your activities and prosecuted are a different Mr, not {BLANK}, {BLANK};

POB: Oh, {BLANK}, okay.

BS: Remember him?

POB: Yes, I do.

BS: {BLANK}.

POB: Yes.  Interestingly I remember all the Gisborne ones, but I never gave evidence against 
any of these boys.

BS: No, okay. I will come to that, {BLANK}?

POB: Yes.
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BS: {BLANK}?

POB: Don't remember.

BS: {BLANK}?

POB: Don't remember.

BS: {BLANK}?

POB: Don't remember.

BS: {BLANK}?

POB: Don't remember.

BS: I am surprised you don't remember him.   Quite a well known Cannabis dealer up in 
that area.

POB: Okay.  Did I get him, did I?

BS: Yes, you did actually.  {BLANK}?   No?  {BLANK}?

POB: Oh, a Maori boy, yes.  No, no I don't.

BS: And {BLANK}?

POB: No.

BS: And the record that I have got here says that  your job operation was suspended in 
February 1975 due to lack of funds.

POB: Correct.

BS: And lack of a motor vehicle, and it was subsequently reported penetration occurred so 
readily that dealers offered more narcotics than you had money to buy.  

POB: Yes, it was embarrassing.

BS: So that deals with Hamilton, oh, at least Gisborne, sorry.  And then from 5 March 1975 
through to 7 March, that is only a couple of days, you are in Wellington where you 
reported to Detective Sergeant {BLANK}.

POB: Yes.

BS: And then you were sent to Rotorua in August 1975 on 4th, and you were there till 15 
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September and you were carrying out your duties under Detective, I suppose he was a 
Detective, {BLANK} was it?

POB: Yes, {BLANK}.

BS: Yes.  

POB: I am quite sure these dates are incorrect. This is just only a four weeks; I did a lot more 
than that.

BS: Okay.  There was, there don't appear to be any prosecutions recorded as a result of 
your activities there.

POB: No, what happened in Rotorua was I penetrated, I went right in and then I introduced 
another agent over the top of me.

BS: Okay.  Then you came back to Wellington.

POB: Yes.

BS: And then you were sent to Christchurch.

POB: In Wellington I spent a year on, the note here is the Surveillance Section.  That was 
when the Covert Surveillance Squads first started in New Zealand and I was one of 
the, well ... I was on the first team.

BS: So you did that  for a year, did you?

POB: 12 months.

BS: Right, yes of course, 10.11.75 and then the next one I have got is 1.11.76 which is a 
year later.

POB: I went to Christchurch.

BS: You go to Christchurch?

POB: Correct.

BS: And you were there and carried out your duties under Detective {BLANK} was it?

POB: Yes.

BS: As your Operator?

POB: He was.
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BS: And no prosecutions recorded.

POB: No.

BS: From there you went to ...

POB: My job in Christchurch was Intelligence so I just penetrated and provided intelligence.

BS: And you then, in December 76, you go to Nelson for a couple of months.

POB: This is an interesting one, I have no recall at all of ever working in Nelson.

BS: Okay, well the record that I have got here is ...

POB: I accept that the record is true but I have no recall of it.

BS: Well, as a result of your activities there were two people apparently prosecuted.

POB: Yes.

BS: {BLANK}, does that ring a bell?

POB: Not in terms of operations, but the name itself, yes definitely.

BS: Does it?

POB: Yes.

BS: Oh, okay, well apparently ...

POB: But not in relation to an operation that I carried out, no.

BS: Well,  apparently as a result  of your activities he was prosecuted for  possession of 
prescription poison and cannabis.   

POB: Yes.

BS: And {BLANK}.

POB: I know both these people but not in, well, I have no recall of ever having an operation 
against them.

BS: Well, he was prosecuted for selling heroin.

POB: Yes, I know who these people are.  He was a nasty bastard.

BS: Oh, okay.   Right, so, and then January 77, 6th you were then sent to Wanganui and 
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your Operator there was Detective {BLANK}?

POB: Yes.

BS: And you were only there for, according to this sheet that I have got, about a week or a 
little over that week.

POB: My job there was to break into the Wanganui Computer.

BS: Right.  And there was one prosecution up there for possession of cannabis, a man by 
the name of {BLANK}, does that ring a bell?

POB: Yes.   Possession of cannabis was a covering charge.  This man worked inside the 
Wanganui Computer.  And my job, he was selling information from the computer.  My 
job was to get him to sell me my criminal record which had been put into the computer 
and, of course, no prosecution came about as a result of that and so the cannabis was 
merely so that he could be fired.

BS: Okay.  Was he actually prosecuted, did you?

POB: Yes, he was prosecuted on a cannabis charge.  But that had nothing to do with me, no, 
I didn't give evidence against him.

BS: And then the record is that on the 9th of February 77 there is a report by {BLANK} 
stating that your cover had been exposed and you were returned to orthodox duties.

POB: Well, that's it.

BS: Right at the bottom, that is the 9th of February 1977?

POB: Yes.

BS: Right, okay.  And returned to orthodox duties as from February 1977 meant what to 
you  Were you sent back to Wellington here and just resumed uniform duties perhaps?

POB: Yes.  My cover being "exposed", that is an interesting one.   I was broken, Sir.

BS: Well, I mean.  Well, okay.

POB: I was stuffed – goodbye.

BS: Whatever the reason.

POB: Okay, it is usual.

BS: You came back to Wellington?
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POB: Yes, I did.

BS: And what, resumed in the uniform branch did you?

POB: Yes, back on Section.

BS: At what, Wellington Central.

POB: Yes.

BS: And did you remain in Wellington, you actually resigned, formally resigned from the 
Police in February 1977, didn't you?

POB: I think so.

BS: And did you spend that period from.

POB: From the time I returned, I spent a short time in the uniform branch on Section and 
then I worked in what is now called Control and then I was on Team Policing.

BS: Yes.  So you resigned fairly shortly after, from the Police, formally resigned fairly 
shortly after your undercover duties were terminated.

POB: Yes.  I didn't assimilate back to Uniform at all, Sir.    Probably what you don't have, 
there were many many complaints made by the public about my behaviour, at one 
stage  there  were  14  separate  investigations,  inquiries  into  my  behaviour.  It  was 
hopeless, so I resigned. I was a drug addict, I mean it was just a mess.

RG: Those complaints arose from your Undercover duties?

POB: No, no, my behaviour as a Uniform Policeman.

BS: After your undercover duties were terminated?

POB: Yes.   There was violence, it was . . .

BS: Were those complaints all investigated by the Police?

POB: Yes.

BS: And was any action taken against you as a result of it?

POB: No, I resigned and left

BS: Right.  Now in order to sort of isolate the issues that I needed to deal with you in terms 
of my Terms of Reference you will recall that I wrote to you and asked you ... {pause} 
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POB: You get a nice view from here, Sir.

BS: Its not bad is it?

POB: Very nice ... 

BS: I wrote to you and asked you if you would be good enough to identify the particular 
lies that you claimed that you told.  Now, just to pick all that up I did that arising out 
of what you said in your letter to the Chief Justice and in your letter to the Registrar of 
the High Court at Hamilton which we referred to earlier.  And you replied to me in 
what you call your supplement.  Remember that?

POB: Yes, Sir.  Yes, I called it a supplement, it was to be read as a supplement to the letter.

BS: Yes, sure.  And what you said in that, I will just go through that to get it on the record. 
You said that the 'occasions and locations of the trials where I gave perjured evidence 
are  contained in  my original  confession to  the  Chief  Justice,  Dame Sian  Elias  as 
follows:  '(a) with regards to my Hamilton, Waikato operation',  you said that 'I told 
lies under oath to obtain convictions against the targets in my Waikato undercover  
operation and in every case and on every charge I lied to Sir David and I lied to his  
juries'.  

POB: That is correct ...

BS: and then (b) 'with regards to my other operations nationwide' you said 'it gets worse.  
My job in the Waikato was only one of many covert agent provocateur operations I  
executed in the early to mid-1970s and in every case I lied to the Courts and I lied to  
the juries to obtain convictions against my targets'.

POB: That is correct.  With a clarification that it does not apply to cases in Auckland.

BS: Right, thank you.   And then you said  'my perjured evidence is categorized as to its  
nature under three headings as follows:  firstly my evidential oath'.  You said 'Prior to 
giving evidence I swore to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth and  
always introduced myself in this manner "My full name is Patrick John O'Brien and I  
am a Police Constable attached to Police National Headquarters in Wellington"'.  You 
said that 'in those testimonies was a lie because I never told "the whole truth".

POB: That's right ...

BS: The 'whole truth, what I never told the Court was that I was a corrupt policeman, a  
criminal,  a drug addict,  a liar whose operational  focus was to obtain convictions  
against my targets'.

POB: Correct ...

BS: And do you recall writing that to me?
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POB: I did, Sir.

BS: And secondly, you said in relation to your reliability and state of mind as a Crown 
witness you said 'in every case I convinced the Court that I was a reliable witness  
because I  was clean,  sober  and straight  in obtaining evidence against  my targets  
under cross-examination and when asked about my drug use I would say that I had  
been simulating my use of the substance in question.  The reality was that I never  
simulated my consumption of drugs and my answer to defense counsel recorded on 
every occasion was a lie'.

POB: Correct ...

BS: And thirdly, 'my tampering with evidence' you said 'in every case my evidential drug 
exhibits were tampered with.  I tampered with the evidence before giving it  to my  
Operators and my tampering is summarised here as follows:

1. My evidential drug purchases were always skimmed or rubbed.
2. I used the skimmed evidence in a variety of ways for example, supporting 

my  drug  habit,  developing  my  cover  as  a  drug  dealer,  cultivating  new  
targets,  on-selling to fund my operations, topping up other exhibits,  and  
may I please note this list is not exhaustive.'

POB: That is correct ...

BS: 'I never arrested or charged the majority of drug offenders, drugs purchased from the 
rats and mice were used to replace or top up evidence against targets whose exhibits  
had been used or depleted by my activities outlined in the paragraph above just read.'

POB: That is correct ...

BS: And then I wrote to you and asked you to clarify that or some aspects of that and you 
wrote back to me on 19 June this year, and I will ask you to look at this document 
which is described as a Appendix 1 or of a Supplement to my original confession Chief  
Justice of New Zealand, Dame Sian Elias, 30 November 2007.

POB: Yes ...

BS: And I will just get you to confirm, although it is digitally signed that that document is 
the one that you sent in response to that.

POB: I called it Appendix 1 because I thought may be there would be some more questions 
and I was just going to try and keep it in order.

BS: Right.  Do you confirm that that is the document sent to me.

POB: Yes, I do, Sir.

BS: And just for the sake of completeness, just look at the Supplement would you and just 
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confirm that that document you also sent to me.

POB: Yes, Sir.  I did.

BS: Right, thank you very much.  I will just get you (Detective Ross Grantham) to look at 
those and make sure that you find those documents.  And I just also get you to look at 
these two letters  and just  get  you to confirm, if  you would Mr O'Brien,  those are 
copies of the letters you sent to the Chief Justice and the Registrar of the High Court at 
Hamilton on the date shown.

POB: Yes, Sir, I did.

BS: On the date shown.

POB: Do you not have a copy of the actual digitally signed?  

BS: No I haven't.

POB: No, okay.   Yes, that is, Yes, I do.

BS: I will just get you (Inspector Ross Grantham) to identify those two.

POB: When I get  back to my computer,  if you would like, I  am happy to send you the 
original digital file I sent to Dame Sian.

BS: No, that's alright.  Those copies will do.  You identified them, that's fine.  Now can I 
just have those back, just the letters thanks, Ross.  Okay, so during 1977 you left the 
Police and went about your life until the events which I am concerned with which 
essentially  began  with  the  two  letters  that  you  wrote  to  the  Chief  Justice  on  30 
November 2007 and the Registrar of the High Court in Hamilton on 22 January 2008.

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: So, essentially, rightfully about 30 years elapsed, I don't want to know what you were 
doing but during that time, but what was it in 2007, November 2007 that prompted 
you to write the letter to the Chief Justice, bearing in mind 30 years had elapsed since 
the events that you talk about in the letter to the Chief Justice?

POB: I woke up one morning and said to myself  'Patrick, this is bullshit', and what I was 
referring to was how I had spent my life running and hiding and trying to avoid all this 
stuff that I had done, and I realized that I actually had to front up, so I did.  Coming 
clean.

BS: So was it an attack of conscience that suddenly came on?

POB: No, no, well it wasn't a sudden attack of conscience that had been plaguing me all my 
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adult life.  It was just, I realized that all the things that I had tried to do, to deal with 
that had failed and that really I just  had to confess, I had to have some peace, right, 
and so that is what this process is.

BS: And you felt the need to confess that, in your judgment, people had been convicted as 
a result of lies that you told in Court?

POB: Yes.  What I wanted to do was actually write to Mr Justice Beattie.  And, sadly, and I 
will probably regret this for the rest of my life, he died before I had the chance.  So I 
spoke to a close confidante of mine and told him that I had missed the opportunity to 
write to Mr Beattie, so this person suggested I write to the Chief Justice, and that is the 
reason why I did.

BS: Right, so was it essentially a growing sense over the 30 years from the time that you 
left  the  Police  in  February  1977  up  to  November  of  2007,  a  growing  sense  of 
disillusionment or that you had done wrong which sort of came to a head as it were in 
November 77, rather 2007 which prompted you to write to the Chief Justice was it? It 
wasn't just an epiphany that happened at that particular time? 

POB: It was an epiphany insofar as what I was going to do, but I had spent 30 years trying to 
get my life back and I tried many things, many many things; I tried running, hiding, 
drugs, alcohol, retraining, psychiatrists, but none of it worked.

BS: Right.  And did you reach the conclusion that to put it in your terms, you weren't going 
to get your life back as it were until you confessed your sins?

POB: Well, that was the epiphany, when I woke up and said 'Patrick this is bullshit. You are 
going to have to deal with this.'  And, I have this to say, Sir, it worked.   I am at peace. 
And this process is, well, this is just tidying up the paperwork, really, and whatever 
happens as a result of this process I will happily face.  But, for myself, writing the 
letter to Dame Sian has worked.

BS: Did you discuss the concerns you had with anybody else before you wrote the letter to 
the Chief Justice?

POB: No, no.

BS: Have you ever discussed the concerns you had with anybody else in the intervening 
years?

POB: No.  No-one.   I had been to psychiatrists and discussed ... 

BS: Well, I don't ...

POB: Yes, but nothing, the private bit, yes I did, but at no time did I ever sort of really get to 
the nitty gritty which was I had lied.   So, the first time I actually verbalized that or 
articulated that was in writing that letter.
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BS: Okay.   Now.

POB: If I can just ... I remember at the time when I, as an undercover agent doing this thing, 
I can remember sort of talking to myself deep in my heart and going 'one day there 
will be a reckoning for this, Patrick'.  And I tried many things to just sort of push that 
away, but it didn't go away.

BS: Right. Now, so after the letter that you wrote to the Registrar of the High Court in 
Hamilton in January 2008 you were interviewed by a reporter from TV3 weren't you?

POB: Yes, Hamish Clark.

BS: And  can  you  just  explain  to  me,  just  briefly,  how  it  came  about  that  you  were 
interviewed by that reporter?

POB: I approached him.

BS: You approached him?

POB: I approached the programme and at that time, because I was in the South Island, I 
approached the Christchurch office of Television 3, of Campbell Live.

BS: Yes.

POB: And that was the reporter I was ... who the programme assigned to me.

BS: So the contact with TV3 was initiated by you?

POB: Yes, it was.

BS: And can you tell me what purpose did you have in mind when you approached him?

POB: It was a public confession.

BS: And why did you see the need to make your public confession given that you had 
written to the Chief Justice?

POB: That was a private confession, I needed to admit to the people of New Zealand what I 
had done.

BS: Right.  

POB: And the same with me sitting here talking to you, Sir, that is part of the process.

BS: Now just getting back to the various cases referred to in the note that I took you to 
earlier.  We can put aside the cases that you gave, you said in relation to your activities 
in Auckland?
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POB: Yes, we can.

BS: Because the lies that you say you told didn't arise until after that.

POB: Started in Hamilton, correct.

BS: Does that include the case of Mr {BLANK}?

POB: This is Auckland?

BS: Yes.

POB: Yes.  All cases in Auckland.   Yes, we can put aside for the purposes of this interview.

BS: Now the Hamilton case, cases essentially revolve around the various names that I gave 
you before, the {BLANKS}, I assume they were brothers?

POB: They were, yes.

BS: {BLANK}?  {BLANK};  {BLANK};  two {BLANKS} the man {BLANK}.

POB: Yes.

BS: Now, you were to understand that Court files, which I have tried to locate after 30 
years have been pretty difficult to locate and a large proportion simply don't exist any 
more because the Courts get rid of files, get archived and thrown out and so on.

POB: Yes, sure.

BS: But I have managed to find some of the cases and in particular the ones that you gave 
evidence  in  Hamilton,  but  the  evidence  which  is  recorded  here  seems  to  be  a 
depositions evidence, rather than your trial evidence and I have asked them for the 
trial evidence but they can't find them, but they did have.

POB: Well, I lied in both cases, Sir.

BS: They did have.

POB: In fact sometimes, interestingly, the lies are different.

BS: Okay, so what I have got here are depositions evidence and you can tell that because 
you will see signed on the side of your depositions evidence how somebody signs it 
and you will see the JPs signatures alongside it.

POB: Right.

BS: And that  indicates  to  me that  this  is  a  depositions  evidence rather  than  your trial 
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evidence, which I don't have.

POB: Right.   Well I lied in both cases.   I lied at deps as well as at trial.

BS: Okay, I understand.   I am going to show you now initially your deposition evidence 
given in relation to a man called {BLANK} and the document I am handing to you 
now contains  a  copy of  the  Indictment  laid  against  him in  the  Supreme Court  at 
Hamilton in which he is charged with breaking and entering a building and receiving a 
watch and camera knowing them to be dishonestly obtained.  And attached to that 
copy of the Indictment is a copy of your deposition evidence and I would like you if 
you would, if you just have a quick read through that evidence Mr O'Brien.

POB: Okay.

BS: Now having read that  evidence do you recall  or  do you confirm that  that  is  your 
signature on the deposition evidence?

POB: Yes, it is.

BS: And do you confirm that that is the evidence you have given at the preliminary hearing 
of the charges against Mr {BLANK}?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: Right.  Having read that evidence, Mr O'Brien, are you able to point out to me any lies 
that are recorded in that evidence?

POB: Umm, yes, well not specifically, but the conversation, basically I convinced them to 
take me in with them to do a chemist burglary, whereas this information, the evidence 
I am giving here is, would indicate that I in fact did not do that when he invited me, as 
I read it.

BS: So you say that the lie ...

POB: The question was 'did you ever ask {BLANK} to do a chemist bust with you' and I say 
'no sir, I did not'.

BS: Yes, and you say?

POB: Well, that is a lie.

BS: That's a lie?

POB: This is a lie.

BS: And what is the truth of it, the situation?
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POB: I entrapped him into taking me with him to do a chemist burglary.  My main, my ... the 
focus of my operation in the Waikato was to stop the chemist burglaries.  Okay?  So he 
was one of the people presumed to be doing chemist burglaries, so he, as a result of 
that, was one of my targets. So, to prove he was doing chemist burglaries, I went and 
did chemist burglaries with him.   But to say that he invited me is a lie, I invited 
myself.

BS: The question you were asked is 'did you ever ask Mr {BLANK} to do a chemist bust  
with you in Hamilton East' and your answer is recorded as 'I know two {BLANKS}, 
do you mean the defendant?' and then the question is 'Yes' and your answer is 'No sir, I  
did not'.  Are you telling me that the truth of the matter is that in fact you did ask Mr 
{BLANK} to do a chemist bust with you?

POB: Not in those words, but in effect, yes.

BS: And do you tell me that that was a deliberate lie?

POB: Yes, sir.

BS: And are you able to tell me why you found it necessary to tell that lie?

POB: Because I didn't want to, we were ... in those days we were concerned with the law of 
entrapment which in America was, in those days, was a defense, and so we were very 
cautious or very aware of not doing anything, or at least not admitting to anything, that 
could be construed as entrapment.

BS: Okay, is that the only lie that you can see that shows recorded in there?

POB: Yes

BS: The next document I would like you to look at consists of an indictment or copy of an 
indictment laid against {BLANK} in the Supreme Court at Hamilton which charges 
him with two offences, the first is on 9 October 1974 selling Cannabis to Patrick John 
O'Brien, and the second is on 11 October 1974 offering to sell cocaine to Patrick John 
O'Brien, and attached to that copy of the indictment is again what appears to be a copy 
of deposition evidence given by you which runs to 6 pages.  I would just like you to 
look at those documents if you would Mr O'Brien, please.  Just before I ask you to 
read  them,  do  you see,  looking  at  the  deposition  evidence  that  is  attached  to  the 
indictment, is that your signature on the deposition evidence?

POB Yes, Sir, it is ...

BS: And do you recall giving evidence at a preliminary hearing in relation to this man?

POB: No, I don't, but I recognize this person and I do recall that I did give evidence against 
him, yes.  I don't remember the day or ... but yes, I did.
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BS: Again, I am going to ask you to read that material if you wouldn't mind and then when 
you have done so I will ask you the same questions as I did with the other.

POB: Do you want me to read the question and answers as well?

BS: Yes, read it all please.

POB: I have read it, yes, okay.

BS: Okay, now just take your time but let's get back to make sure I get the name right.  Are 
you able to tell me just by reading through what I have given you and by reference to 
that deposition evidence which is attached to the copy of the Indictment, if there are 
any lies that appear to you in that record of evidence?

POB: There is two ... there is three that jump out.  One that is not here was that I never told 
the jury that I was under the influence of drugs at the time this happened.

BS: Just to clarify, this is not in evidence before a jury, this is a depositions hearing.  A 
preliminary ...

POB: Oh, okay ...

BS: So if you can just tell me ...

POB: Well, I never told the JPs that I was under the influence of drugs at the time this would 
have happened.

BS: When you say 'at the time this would have happened' what time are you talking about?

POB: While I was talking to the defendant and doing business with him.

BS: Right, okay.  So you say essentially it is a lie by omission in that case because you 
never reported.

POB: Yes, because I didn't tell the whole truth, yes.

BS: You never recorded the fact that you were stoned at the time ...

POB: That I was smashed at the time.  That's correct.

BS: You  had  this  discussion  with  {BLANK}  which  you  gave  evidence  about  in  the 
deposition we are referring to.

POB: Correct.

BS: Yes, okay, right.
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POB: I go to some trouble to explain why it was a small bag; that would have been a lie. I 
probably ... I don't clearly recall, but I would have probably purchased more than was 
before the Court.

BS: Well, just tell me what you have recorded as your purchase.

POB: Okay.  Well, what I have recorded here is that I bought one small bag and those we 
used to call deal bags.

BS: One small bag of cannabis?

POB: Yes.

BS: Right ...

POB: It was probably a big bag.

BS: Well, when you say 'probably', do you actually recall?

POB: That was my standard ... that was my standard practice.  Do I clearly recall that?  No 
sir, I don't.

BS: Right.

POB: What I am trying to indicate to you is that my standard practice was to skim or remove 
the actual purchase for the other purposes (outlined) under my bullet points.

BS: I understand that.  

POB: Okay.

BS: But we need to be specific here.  Do you specifically recall that in that case?

POB: No, Sir, I don’t, no.

BS: What you testified as to buying from him?

POB: No, Sir, I don't.

BS: Was in fact less than you actually bought?

POB: No, I can't say that;  in fact I won't be able to say that in any, specifically in any of the 
cases, other than indicate to you that that was my standard practice.

BS: Right, okay.

POB: However, let's go on ...
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BS: Just before I do, I  just  want to cover one other aspect of it.   Are you able to say 
specifically with reference to what you recorded in that deposition evidence as buying 
from {BLANK} that you actually skimmed it or used part of it yourself?

POB: All I can tell you is that I would have because that was my standard practice.

BS: But you don't specifically recall it in this instance?

POB: No, I couldn't give you 'I took this amount and this is what I did and I put it here',  No, 
I can't.

BS: Yes, carry on ...

POB: In response to the question 'and have you used narcotics yourself in the course of your  
investigations in Hamilton?' and my response is 'No'.  That is a lie.

BS: And it is a lie because what was the true position?

POB: The truth is that in fact I was using narcotics.

BS: And what narcotics were they?   

POB: Cocaine.

BS: Right, and how were you using cocaine, were you smoking it, or injecting it or some 
other way?

POB: Snorting it.   No, I was not injecting it.

BS: Right.  And over the period that you were in Hamilton, Mr O'Brien, which we know 
was round about six weeks from September 1974, 3 September 1974.  When did you 
begin using cocaine?

POB: I was already using cocaine when I arrived in Hamilton. My drug use commenced in 
Auckland.

BS: And how frequently were you using it?

POB: Only in situ, meaning only when I ... I wasn't using it recreationally, I was only using 
it in the course of my work to ... for my cover, so if I was with people who were using 
it, I would use it.

BS: And the cocaine that you were using, where were you getting it from?  Was it cocaine 
that you were getting as a result of evidential buys or not?

POB: No, it wasn't, no.   It was stuff that people shared with me.
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BS: Right.  And ...

POB: These people were targets.  These were people who I was working with.

BS: Over the six-week period that you were in Hamilton, I know it is difficult to be precise 
now  but  looking  back,  how  many  occasions  do  you  think  you  would  have  used 
cocaine over the period?

POB: I can remember clearly three times.

BS: In Hamilton?

POB: Yes.

BS: Now you told  me a  few moments  ago that  you began using it  before  you got  to 
Hamilton.

POB: That is correct, Sir.

BS: And that was obviously in Auckland was it?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: Do you recall roughly when it was you began using it in Auckland.

POB: No, Sir, I don't.

BS: And were you using it frequently in Auckland?

POB: No, Sir, I wasn't.  Again, it was only in situ, I wasn't using it recreationally, I was only 
using it for my cover.

BS: To maintain your cover.

POB: Yes.

BS: And how long did the use of cocaine go on for.

POB: Only in Auckland and only in Hamilton.

BS: Right.  So once you left Hamilton in October 1974 your use of cocaine stopped?

POB: Cocaine stopped.

BS: Okay.  So when you answered the question that you just referred us to, you say 'that  
was a lie because you were using cocaine'.
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POB: Yes.

BS: And had done so before the time to which the question was directed, is that right?

POB: Yes.

BS: Okay.

POB: Now, I say cocaine, they told me it was cocaine.  So what I mean from that is I can't 
prove that it was cocaine, but my understanding was that it was cocaine and people 
who were using it said it was cocaine.  I am not trying to confuse things here.

BS: No, I understand the point you are making.  What you are saying to me is the only 
reason that you believed it was cocaine was because of what you were told.

POB: That's right, and so when I told the lie, I believed that it was a lie.

BS: Yes.  Nonetheless, when you ingested the drug, presumably it had some effect on you 
did it?

POB: Not really. I can tell you, actually, I don't like cocaine.  It is not my drug of choice.  

BS: So, are you telling me that when you used what you believed was cocaine, in the 
circumstances that you did use it, it didn't have any effect on you in the way you might 
have expected of a common narcotic?

POB: Correct.  I put that down to, not that it is probably relevant, but I put that down to my 
state of mind at the time, that I was already very very high anyway.

BS: Yes, right.  Was that, you've said that was a lie, because of the question that you were 
asked and the answer you gave, were you using any other drugs at the time?

POB: I was a regular user of cannabis, and I mean by that I was smoking every day.

BS: Recreationally?

POB: Yes.

BS: So you weren't just smoking on those odd occasions when you needed it to maintain 
your cover?

POB: No, no.

BS: Let's just deal with that for a moment.  When did you begin that practice?

POB: In Hamilton.
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BS: In Hamilton?

POB: Yes.

BS: What, right from the start of the time you were there?

POB: No, no, probably within two or three weeks, yes.

BS: And did that continue after you left Hamilton?

POB: It continued for many years, Sir.  It continued in fact until probably quite recently in 
my life, yes.

BS: So were you smoking cannabis recreationally right throughout the whole period of 
your undercover duties?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: And indeed right up to the time when you resigned from the Police?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: And how frequently were you using cannabis?

POB: As often as I could get it. I use the word 'recreationally' in italics, the words; I mean 
people play sport for recreation. It wasn't recreation. Well, it wasn't ...  I mean, not 
recreation in how people would normally associate the use of cannabis.

BS: I understand. Are you saying that you became addicted to it?

POB: Yes.  I wouldn't say that I was addicted in Hamilton ... I mean I came to have insight 
into my behaviour many years later and realized that, yes, I was addicted.  But at the 
time I didn't think I was.

BS: No.  

POB: My drug use ... I used drugs because it helped me in my work; but, while I use the 
word 'recreational' that is probably misleading because I wasn't doing it just for fun, as 
when one normally associates the word 'recreational'.

BS: No, but I do I understand you correctly to tell me that your use of cannabis was not 
simply confined to those situations when you needed to, to maintain your cover?

POB: That is correct, Sir, yes.

BS: So you were using it in circumstances other than that?
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POB: Yes, that is correct Sir.

BS: And that began in Hamilton?

POB: Yes, Sir, it did.

BS: And continued right throughout your undercover duties?

POB: Correct.

BS: And indeed up until the time you resigned from the Police.

POB: Resigned from the Police, correct, Sir.  Yes, I continued to use cannabis as often as I 
could in Uniform Branch after.

BS: So cannabis and cocaine, did you use any other drugs?

POB: Cocaine I  used up until  Hamilton.   Heroin,  all  drugs,  LSD, anything I  could get; 
substances which I didn't  even know what they were that had been proceeds from 
chemist burglaries.

BS: So you were using heroin over the same period?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: LSD?

POB: Yes, Sir.  You name it,  I will go use it, whatever I could find.

BS: And did  that,  did  the  use  of  the  other  drugs  begin round about  the  same time as 
Hamilton.

POB: Yes, Sir.  I first started in Auckland although there was never a case where I told lies in 
Court as a result of it, maybe because the occasion never arose where I had to tell a lie. 
I would have lied if I had to, but it seriously started in Hamilton.

BS: And just so we have it clear, the use of these other drugs, heroin and LSD were not 
confined to situation where you needed to use them perhaps to maintain your cover?

POB: No, Sir, they weren't.  I used them to develop my cover but I never went on to use 
them to just support myself ... just so that I could do the work, no.  There are situations 
that I was in where if I didn't use them I think they are going to think I am a nark, so I 
used it: so that would be a situation where I am preserving my cover.  But I used it in 
other situations where there was no question as to who or what I was, but I was using 
it, and so in those situations I would apply the word 'recreational'.

BS: Yes, I understand that.
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POB: Although it wasn't for fun.

BS: No, but it wasn't, what you are saying to me is that, and correct me if I have got it 
wrong but what you are saying to me was that your use wasn't simply confined to 
those situations where you needed to maintain your cover.

POB: That's correct, that is correct, yes.  I used it in the privacy just when I was by myself.

BS: And did the use of those drugs too, heroin and LSD continue over the whole period of 
your undercover duties?

POB: Yes, although intermittently.

BS: Yes, but still over the same period?

POB: Yes, yes.

BS: Right up until the time you left the Police?

POB: The LSD didn't, but ... and nor did the heroin, but the cannabis use did.

BS: How long did the use of the heroin and the LSD go on for do you think?

POB: The Christchurch operation, that was sort of the last time I recall using heroin.  But I 
started using amphetamines, speed.  I actually ended up with an amphetamine habit.

BS: Right.

POB: And one of the places I went to after I resigned from the Police ... it is probably not 
relevant to this ... no, it is not.

BS: Did you inject yourself with heroin?

POB: Yes, I did.  The last time I recall was in Dunedin on one of my operations in Dunedin. 
I had a very very successful operation but unfortunately, when I got to my Operator, I 
had no heroin left, I had used it myself.   So I gave my Operator something else and 
said this is what he sold me.   Just to get the bust.

BS: Okay, we will come to the Dunedin one in a few moments.

POB: Okay.

BS: Any other lies in the {BLANK} deposition that you have got there?

POB: Yes.  'Have you ever requested other drug users or persons in Hamilton to partake in  
a burglary with you?'  and my answer is 'no sir'.  That is a lie.
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BS: And is that a lie for the same reason that you gave to me in relation to the {BLANK} 
brief?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: Alright, thank you.   Anything else about that before we, any comment you want to 
make about that deposition?

POB: Yes.  I have told a whole lot of lies here about Mr {BLANK} but that was to protect 
Mr {BLANK} with regard to the Informant.

BS: What lies were they specifically?

POB: I have told the Court that Mr {BLANK} was not aware of the fact that I was a Police 
Officer.

BS: And he was?

POB: Yes, he was.  He was facing a long period of imprisonment and some little deal was 
done, wherever they do these little deals, that if he helped me it would be waived. 
That is in fact what happened.  So his job was to help me infiltrate into the criminal 
world ...  into  the drug scene in  Hamilton.   And so anything to  do with,  basically 
everything I say about Mr {BLANK} is a lie when I am addressing the Court, and I 
am doing that not for myself or for the operation but to protect Mr {BLANK}.  But it 
is a lie, none-the-less.  And I see the prosecutor a few times jumps up and objects to 
some of the questions.

BS: Alright, anything else there?

POB: Nothing I can be specific about but I am reading my answers with relation to this, 
these narcotics that I purchased from this man, I am lying in there.  Specifically, as to 
what the lies are, I can't tell you.

BS: Well, what is the nature of the lies that you say you were telling in relation to those 
matters?

POB: As to whether or not he offered it to me, or, whether I actually pressed him to it, and it 
was ... it would be to do with protecting my evidence from the area of entrapment.  I 
would always try and make it  clear  that  they had come to me to try and sell  me 
drugs ... that I hadn't gone to them and put pressure on them in some regard.

BS: Do you remember specifically that being the case in that particular instance or were 
just saying that was your practice?

POB: No, sir, that was my practice.   I would lean over people.  It was like sell, or else.

BS: Alright.  Just tell me this.  Wasn't the practice when you were doing your undercover 
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duties and giving evidence in the Court as you have here, to report subsequently to 
your Operator?

POB: Yes, it was.

BS: And did you, would you report to him on what had occurred in the Court proceedings? 
Would you report to your Operator what had occurred in the Court proceedings?

POB: My Operator would be in Court.  I kept hand notes and my Operator got those every 
time I saw him, to do with everything that I did.  Those notes were a record of my 
"official" version, but in fact were merely what I really wanted the version to be.  The 
truth was never what was in the notes.  Do you understand what I mean?  So if I was 
once at a time shooting up heroin, my notes would say that I was over there in a disco. 
And so the evidence was always what was in the notes.

BS: So, presumably, your Operator, sitting in Court listening to you giving this evidence, 
wouldn't know that what you were recording?

POB: No, no. No, no.

BS: Or would he?

POB: No, he wouldn't, no.  No, I liked my operators ...

BS: Right.   The next one is the {BLANK} one by the looks of it.  Now, the documentation 
here comprises of a copy of an indictment in the Supreme Court at Hamilton and it 
charges firstly, {BLANK} on 9th September 1974 with  selling you two Buddha sticks. 
Do you understand what is meant by Buddha stick?

POB: Yes, sir.

BS: Alright.   And then next,  {BLANK} and {BLANK} jointly on 10 September 1974 
selling you 9 Buddha sticks and then {BLANK} by himself on 18 September 1974 
selling you 4 Buddha sticks, then {BLANK} on 9th October 1974 selling you 900 
milligrams of cocaine.  And then {BLANK}, {BLANK} and {BLANK} jointly on 18 
September  1974 having in  their  possession for  the  purpose  of  the  sale,  7  Buddha 
sticks.

POB: I didn't know I did such a good job on them ...

BS: And  then  {BLANK}  on  18  September  1974  cultivated  a  prohibited  plant.   Now 
attached to that there was a deposition that you gave in that case which runs to 7 pages 
which I am going to get you to read, because it is quite long, we might just take a 
break while you do so and have a cup of tea, but just before you do I will get you to 
look at the documents and just confirm that the signature on the deposition documents 
is yours?
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POB: Yes, sir it is.  Do you want me to look at each page?     

BS: Yes.

POB: Yes, sir, that is my signature ...

BS: And do you recall giving evidence against those gentlemen in the depositions hearing?

POB: I did give evidence against them in a depositions hearing, yes

BS: Alright, well what I will do is I will turn the tape recorder off at this point and I will 
arrange for my secretary to bring us a cup of tea, and perhaps you can perhaps read 
that statement then we will come to the questioning.

POB: Yes, I am happy to do that, thank you.

BS: Okay.  

BS: This is a resumption of the interview with Mr O'Brien and the time is now 11.45 am 
on 30 July 2009.  Now Mr O'Brien just before we broke I gave you a copy of the 
indictment that was lodged against the {BLANKS} in the Supreme Court at Hamilton 
to which is attached a deposition evidence that you gave in relation to those charges 
and you confirmed that your signature appears on the deposition evidence.

POB: That is correct.

BS: As recorded and you confirmed I think that you recalled giving depositions evidence 
against them.

POB: Yes.

BS: Have you now had a chance over the break to read those?

POB: Yes, I have sir.

BS: Are you able to tell us by reference to that evidence whether there were any lies you 
told in relation to those matters?

POB: Yes.

BS: Would you like to identify them and take us through them please.

POB: Yes.  On page 11 I talk about {BLANK} selling me a number of Buddha sticks, in fact 
he didn't sell them to me.  That is a lie.  This was the first lie I ever, this was the first 
occasion ... this particular incident sticks in my mind because this was the first time 
that I created lies to obtain convictions.  This man did not sell me any Buddha sticks.
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BS: Now, have you recorded in the evidence there that the sale of the Buddha sticks were 
made to you by {BLANK}?

POB: Yes, that is correct.

BS: And you say that it was a lie?

POB: That is a lie.

BS: Because he didn't sell them to you?

POB: That is correct.  He sold them to Mr {BLANK}.

BS: Right.  So he did sell them?

POB: Yes, he did.

BS: But not to you, to Mr {BLANK}?

POB: That is correct.

BS: And were you with Mr {BLANK}?

POB: That is correct.

BS: Right.

POB: All the other details in that respect, with the addresses and the cars presumably are 
accurate.  The lie is that I say he sold them to me when in fact he didn't, he sold them 
to the informant I was working with

BS: But you were with him at the time of the sale?

POB: Yes, I was.  The other thing that is the lie is the number of sticks.  There was a lot 
more sticks than that; I don't recall the exact number but my only ... the number that is 
recorded here would be the number that I gave the operator, the rest of them I would 
have retained.

BS: How many are recorded in the evidence as being the subject of that sale?

POB: 12.

BS: And you say there were more sticks sold than the 12?

POB: Yes, sir.

BS: Do you recall how many?
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POB: No, sir, I don't.

BS: Significantly more?

POB: At least twice that number.

BS: Right.  Now just to clarify a couple of things for me in relation to this.  At the time that 
you say the sale to {BLANK} took place did he know that you were an undercover 
Police Officer?

POB: No, he did not.

BS: How did it  come about then that you were able to secure the Buddha sticks from 
{BLANK}?

POB: They used Police money ... I gave the money to {BLANK}.

BS: So you bought the sticks from {BLANK}.

POB: No, {BLANK} purchased the sticks using my money, or the Police money.

BS: So, was he effectively acting as your agent?

POB: Yes.   The  {BLANKS} didn't  trust  me  at  that  point.  This  was  my first  evidential 
purchase in Hamilton from memory and they didn't trust me but they were happy to 
sell to {BLANK}.  I was just the idiot driving the car.  But Mr {BLANK} was, I had 
given the money to {BLANK} and {BLANK} in fact made all the purchases ... these 
purchases.

BS: Right, so let me just get this clear, you were present at the time the transaction took 
place?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: You provided {BLANK} with the money to buy the Buddha sticks?

POB: Yes, sir.

BS: And he bought the Buddha sticks using the money that you provided them with?

POB: Correct, sir.

BS: In your presence?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: And once that transaction was completed, he gave you the Buddha sticks, was that 
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right?

POB: He gave me some of them.

BS: Now you  say  that  although  the  notes  of  evidence  record  12  Buddha  sticks  were 
purchased in fact your recollection of it was more than double that?

POB: Yes, yes.

BS: And after the transaction was concluded, {BLANK} gave you some, but not all of the 
Buddha sticks which had been purchased?

POB: Yes.

BS: And you then took those away and recorded only that 12 had been purchased?

POB: Correct, Sir.

BS: When in fact more had been purchased?

POB: That is correct, sir.

BS: And  what  did  you  do  with  the  balance  that  you  didn't  record  as  having  been 
purchased?

POB: {BLANK} and I either smoked them, or traded them ... on sold them.

BS: Thank you.  Now we will just stop there because the tape is about to stop and I need to 
turn it over, so I will just do that now.

BS: Now this is a resumption of the interview with Mr O'Brien after just having changed 
the tape.  Alright, well we have dealt with that.  Now are there any other lies I need to 
find in that brief of evidence relating to the {BLANKS} Mr O'Brien.

POB: Yes, sir.  We then go to Tuesday 10 September 1974 where I in my evidence here 
record another evidential purchase. My evidence was that I bought 9 Buddha sticks ... 
9 Buddha sticks, and that I presented to the Court as evidence 9 Buddha sticks.  I can 
tell you Mr Squire that, while I don't clearly remember in fact this event, I can tell you 
that, as my standard practice, there would have been a lot more than sticks that I am 
recording and that I would have retained the balance for myself and used them for the 
purposes as outlined in my supplement.

BS: So you say that the lie in that case is confined to the fact that you recorded that you 
simply bought how many was it, 9 was it?

POB: Yes, that's it, actually excuse me, it occurs here as 9 but then I give my Operator 11 
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and then there is a sort of convoluted reason as to where the other two sticks come 
from.

BS: Yes, I think you will find it if you read further on that is actually explained.

POB: Oh, its explained, okay.   Well, I am just, yeah okay ... it is all a lie.

BS: Do you recall how many that you bought on that occasion?

POB: No, no sir, I can't.

BS: Is it your position that you can simply recall that it was a good deal more than the 9 
that you have referred to?

POB: My position  is  that  in  every  case  I  always  understated  the  volumes  to  the  Court 
because I was using the balance for the purposes that I outlined in my bullet points in 
the supplement.

BS: Yes.  So that would have happened in ...

POB: That was my standard, yes it  would have, that was my standard practice on every 
occasion.

BS: Okay.  That is the 10th September 1974 transaction?

POB: Yes.  Another transaction on 17th September, and there in my evidence I agreed to 
purchase 4 sticks and again my practice would have ... I would have purchased more.

BS: Again, can you remember precisely how many?

POB: No, sir, no I can't.

BS: Again, you are simply relying on what your standard practice was?

POB: My standard practice was, yes.

BS: To understate what you had actually purchased ...

POB: Always, always.

BS: Yes, and that was always the case?

POB: Yes.  Some, yes, that was my standard practice.  On occasions, not specifically to do 
with these particular young men, if in fact I only managed to say purchase one Buddha 
stick from someone, I would strip, what we call skim it, I would either cut it in half or 
rub quantities off for my own possession and present what was left to the Court, for 
example.  Yes.
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BS: But in this case you talk about 4 Buddha sticks you had purchased and your evidence 
is, or your comments to me today is, that there would have been significantly more 
than that?

POB: Yes.

BS: But you can't remember precisely how many?

POB: No.

BS: And you are relying on the fact that it was your standard practice?

POB: That was my standard practice

BS: Your standard practice?

POB: Yes, sir.

BS: And the Buddha sticks in excess of those that you have recorded in your evidence as 
buying you would have used yourself?

POB: Yes, sir.  Or for those purposes outlined in the bullet points of my supplement.

BS: Right.  Alright, that is the 17th September 1974.  

POB: With reference to the two bags of cocaine on October 9th 1974, my evidence is that I 
purchased these two bags for $55 each, whatever the quantity was that was presented 
to the Court I can tell you that that was not the quantity that I would have purchased 
from them ... again because of what my standard practice was.  

BS: So,  are  you  saying  that  you  would  have  purchased  more  than  two  bags  on  that 
occasion?

POB: No,  not  necessarily  more  than two bags  because  I  actually don't  recall  at  all  this 
particular purchase, but what I am telling you is that if it was two bags, it may have 
been two bags but the quantity inside the bags would have been more than I presented 
to the Court.  I may have purchased 4 bags and kept 2, I don't know.  I may have 
purchased two bags and then taken half the contents out, I don't know, but what I am 
telling you is, that, because it was my standard practice, whatever I purchased from the 
defendants was not what I presented to the Court.

BS: And presumably you wouldn't have informed your Operator about this either?

POB: Not at all.  Whatever was presented to the Court, that would have been the amounts on 
all occasions that I would have written in to the hand notes that I gave the Operator.

BS: Okay, that is the two bags of cocaine.
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POB: Yes.   There is also reference here to ... I don't specifically remember this incident, but 
there is a reference here, same date, to being with some people and they were injecting 
themselves with cocaine.  Now I don't actually specifically remember that, but earlier 
in this interview I made reference ... I talked about the fact that I was using cocaine.  I 
never injected cocaine when I was in Hamilton but I was snorting it, so this may well 
have been an incidence where I was using, although I am telling the Court that in fact I 
didn't, that others were.

BS: Right.  Had you been asked the question there specifically?

POB: We will come to that, yes.

BS: Okay.  Right.  

POB: Mr Squire you know what I mean by the word 'verballing' don't you?

BS: Yes.

POB: It is possible, because I did quite frequently verbal, and so it is possible, although I am 
not saying I can remember or recall doing it here, but the reference to these people 
injecting themselves with needles may well be a verbal, the same as the comment here 
about noticing nine cannabis plants.

BS: Well, just explain for the record what you mean by the term 'verbal'.

POB: Telling a lie, making up a story, or altering the truth in some way to paint a more 
negative picture of the defendant than in fact was the case.

BS: I agree with that.  Are you saying to me then that although you have given evidence 
about these people using cocaine ...

POB: Yes ...

BS: In point of fact that was a lie?   That they never?

POB: No, I am not, no I can't say that. What I am drawing to your attention, because I am 
prompted by this line in the evidence, that it was a common practice of mine to verbal 
or to exaggerate a situation, or to ... yes.

BS: But you can't tell me whether or not in this particular instance?

POB: No, I can't. This particular line, I smiled when I first read it because it reminded me 
of ... that another thing I used to do was verbal people.

BS: Well, the best you can say is you think it might be but you are not sure?

POB: Well,  just  for  the  purposes  of  completeness,  I  am indicating  to  you  that  I  would 
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frequently verbal people.

BS: Okay, right, thank you.  

POB: I am now up to cross-examination.   This question here.  In response to the question 
'Did you yourself or in the presence of these defendants or others in the Hamilton drug  
scene use narcotics'.  My answer to the question is 'No Sir'.  That is a lie.   As I have 
already told you, in fact I was a user of narcotics. Sort of carrying on from that, the 
question 'did you ever create an impression by smoking cigarettes, injecting yourself  
or in  any manner like that create the impression that you were in fact a drug user?' 
and my answer is  'I created the impression that I was a drug user by simulating the  
smoking of marijuana or cannabis'.  I didn't simulate, that is a lie.  I never simulated, 
ever.

BS: Right.  Just to complete that, are you saying that while you never simulated, you in 
fact smoked the cannabis in the sense that one would normally understand if you were 
a user of the drug?

POB: Yes, sir.

BS: Okay.

POB: And, I elaborate on the lie by talking about the simulating and how I had been trying 
to simulate, and ... kept digging the hole.   

BS: Yes.

POB: Also on this, it is implied although not explicit, I say that I only did this simulation 
when I  was  given the  marijuana  joints  and I  say  'no  other  time did  I  pretend or  
simulate that I was using any other types of narcotics'.   I can tell you, Mr Squire, that 
I took every opportunity to use it, so that is a lie.

BS: Right.

POB: In answer to the question  'did you ever offer any narcotics for sale to anyone else?' 
My answer was 'no sir,' that is a lie.  I did.  In answer to the question 'did you ever ask  
anyone else if they would become involved in a chemist shop burglary with you?'.  My 
answer was 'no sir,' that is a lie.  I did.

BS: Just to clarify that, Mr O'Brien, obviously when you say that is a lie, these events 
which you denied actually had occurred prior to you giving the evidence, is that right?

POB: Yes, sir, yes.

BS: Okay.

POB: This is to do with specifically with the chemist burglaries.  These, the defense counsel 
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asked me had I asked people to take me on chemist burglaries, and I am denying this, 
and this was, I referred to it earlier, the situation with entrapment.  Agents in those 
days were very aware of the entrapment laws in the United States.  Such rules did not 
apply in New Zealand, but the undercover work in New Zealand in those days was, 
really, we were in unknown territory in terms of the law, and we were very conscious 
of  the fact  that  if  the  entrapment  laws came into  effect  in New Zealand it  would 
seriously hinder our work.  So we just didn't even go there and we didn't go there by 
just denying that we were entrapping and altering the evidence.  I was altering the 
evidence so that I wasn't shown to be entrapping.

BS: Okay.  Now just so I can follow on from that.  You told me in relation to those last two 
questions and answers that  you gave that  the answers were  wrong,  in fact  for  the 
reasons  that  you  have indicated,  presumably you knew at  the  time  that  you  were 
giving incorrect answers?

POB: Yes, I knew it was a lie, yes.

BS: And was that to persuade the Court that in point of fact these events which had been 
put to you and you were asked about as to what occurred in fact hadn't occurred?

POB: That is correct.

BS: And are you saying that your motive was because of the concerns you had about the 
entrapment law?

POB: Specifically to address the question of did I ask them to take me on a chemist burglary 
or did they invite me, I was pushing them to take me.  They weren't hunting me.

BS: Why did you lie about your use of narcotics?

POB: To preserve my credibility.  And plus, I mean, I was scared I might be arrested.

BS: Alright, okay.  Carry on.
 
POB: In answer to the question 'with regards was Mr {BLANK}', I have been pronouncing it 

{BLANK},  it  is  actually  {BLANK},  'In  response  to  questions  regarding  Mr 
{BLANK} being with me on occasions when I was making drug deals as to who was 
paying for them', I am asked 'on that occasion'  referring to occasions when he, Mr 
{BLANK} was with me, 'were the narcotics given to Mr {BLANK} or did you, or did  
he pay for them'.  And my answer 'no the narcotics were given to myself and I paid in 
respect of the defendants with the money' is a lie ... on some occasions.  And I have 
already referred to one occasion.

BS: One occasion.

POB: One  occasion,  so.   In  answer  to  the  question  'so  are  you  saying  that  when  Mr  
{BLANK} did not play any part in the actual transactions' and my answer 'that is  
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correct'.  That is a lie.   Mr {BLANK} did, in fact, as I have indicated in at least one of 
the situations, was involved in the transaction.  In answer to the question 'did you ever  
offer to sell any of the defendant's heroin'.  My answer is 'no Sir' – that is a lie.

BS: Because?

POB: Because I did.

BS: Right, do you recall when?

POB: No, sir, no I don't.

BS: But you knew at the time that that was a lie?

POB: Yes, it  was, because my cover was I was a drug dealer, so I was busy buying the 
proceeds  of  chemist  burglaries,  or  any  other  narcotics  that  were  around,  for  the 
purposes of evidential to bust these people, but also I was selling them which was part 
of my cover because I was a drug dealer.

BS: Is that the reason why you lied about it?  To preserve your cover?

POB: No. The reason, no, no, no. I was selling it, no I lied about it in Court because I ... well 
it made sense to me the jury wasn't going to be very happy if they knew I was a drug 
dealer ...

BS: It wasn't a jury hearing it was just a preliminary hearing.

POB: Correct.  But still a Court.

BS: Well this is the point, I mean and I think I probably need to understand this.

POB: Okay ...

BS: Did you lie, did you lie about that issue, the one we were just talking about, the heroin, 
because it was necessary in your mind to preserve your cover as a dealer?

POB: No, my credibility, to preserve my credibility.

BS: Okay.  For the purposes of the Court?

POB: Yes.

BS: Okay, right.

POB:  In answer to the question 'Did you and Mr {BLANK} say to the defendants that you 
were  going  through  withdrawal  stages  and  for  that  reason  you  needed  some  
narcotics?' and my answer which is 'I never said that to anybody, Sir' would have been 
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a lie.  That was a common means I used to obtain narcotics from people if they would 
not sell me narcotics, I would then try the sob story "I am going through withdrawals" 
and sometimes that worked quite well.  They would then give me something.

BS: You said it would have been a lie.  Do you recall whether in that specific instance it 
was a lie or not?

POB: No, I can't say specifically in this case.

BS: So that might have been the case?

POB: That might have been the case or it might not have been the case.  What I can tell you 
was that is often what I did.

BS: Commonly you would do that?

POB: Yes, I did.

BS: But you can't recall whether you did it in this instance?

POB: No.  So it is interesting that defense counsel actually specifically asked me this; and I 
can't specifically remember saying that to those defendants specifically, but that was 
commonly what I would do if dealers were reluctant to sell to me.

BS: Okay.

POB: Defense Counsel comes to the number of Buddha sticks, they don't push it too hard, 
but the number of Buddha sticks ...  'On 12 September you gave 11 Buddha sticks to  
Detective Sergeant {BLANK}' and my answer is 'that is correct, this total is made up 
of  two sticks  I  bought  from  {BLANK} on  the 9th and the  9  sticks  I  bought  from 
{BLANK} and  {BLANK} on the 10th'  ...  I  am continuing the same lie from earlier 
where I am ...

BS: Yes.  You remember I told you that we would get to the point where that would be 
explained.

POB: Yes.  

BS: So that is the extension of the same lie?

POB: The same lie.

BS: Okay, sure.  Alright, good, thank you.  Anything else there that you ...

POB: Nothing specific, Sir.

BS: Okay.  Now the next set of documents I would like you to look at comprise a copy of 
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an indictment in the Supreme Court at Hamilton relating to {BLANK}.

POB: I don't recall this name.

BS: Now this is a little different to the others because here we have actually got the notes 
of the evidence you gave at the Supreme Court trial.

POB: Yes.

BS: Not the depositions.  Just for the record, {BLANK} was indicted on five counts, the 
first is that on 11th October 1974 he offered to sell you a tincture of opium.

POB: Okay, I now recall the defendant.

BS: Okay. The second count is that he broke and entered and building namely W Saunders 
Limited, Chemists in Alexander Street, Hamilton.  The third again was burglary of a 
chemist  shop  called  Bennett's  Pharmacy  Limited  in  Alexander  Street,  Hamilton. 
Fourth is burglary of a chemist shop in Braid Road, Hamilton, and the fifth is that he 
was a rogue and vagabond and they had that charge in those days, Police Offences Act 
on the basis that he had in his possession without lawful excuse, a pair of bolt cutters. 
So the significant charge so far as we are concerned here is the first one, offering to 
sell you a narcotic namely tincture of opium.

POB: Right.

BS: Now, what I am going to do is, excuse me, show you the notes of evidence taken 
before  Justice  Beattie  and  the  jury  in  the  Supreme  Court  at  Hamilton  wherein 
{BLANK}  was  tried  on  a  charge  of  offering  to  sell  a  narcotic  and  the  hearing 
commenced on 10th February 1975 and your evidence runs to 5 pages.  There is other 
evidence from a Detective {BLANK} and {BLANK} himself,  who gave evidence 
which you don't need to read, I am only interested in your evidence.  Now this is not a 
deposition evidence, so it is not signed by you as is the case with the others.

POB: That's right, yes.

BS: But it is the notes of the evidence taken by His Honour's Associate as you give your 
evidence in Court, so I would like you if you just take a moment to read that evidence, 
Mr O'Brien, thank you.

BS: This is the restart of the tape after Mr O'Brien has read the notes of the evidence he 
gave in the Supreme Court trial of Mr {BLANK} in Hamilton in February 1975 and 
Mr O'Brien has just confirmed that he has read those notes.  Now, Mr O'Brien, do you 
confirm that you gave evidence in that trial?

POB: Yes, Sir, I did.

BS: And the notes of evidence that you've read, do you recall that that accurately, so far as 
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you  can  recall,  given  the  time  lapse  that  has  occurred,  records  what  you  said  in 
evidence at that trial?

POB: As I recall, Sir.

BS: Yes, having read those notes are there any lies that you say were told by you in the 
course of that evidence?

POB: Yes, there are.

BS: Would you like to just tell us about those?

POB: It is more with regard to cross-examination.  This was the only ... in all cases that I 
was  involved  in  as  an  undercover  agent,  this  is  the  only  case  that  was  actually 
dismissed.  The jury returned a not guilty verdict, the reason being the Crown failed to 
prove that the tincture of opium here was, in fact, a narcotic.  However, there are a 
number  of  lies  I  remember.   I  remember  lying  ...  I  should  say I  don't  remember 
specifically what the lies were, but, in cross-examination, getting very slippery with 
repeating  the  conversations  that  I  had  had  with  the  defendant  as  to  arrangements 
surrounding the purchase.  Now I can't remember exactly what those lies were, but I 
can tell you that I was slippery.  Other than that, I can't help you.

BS: Can I have a look at those?

POB: The questions arising as to had I asked for the opium or had he offered it to me, had I 
called him to the car or did he approach the car — I tried to paint this man in the worst 
light I could so.

BS: Are there any specific statements of fact in here that you could identify and which ...

POB: No, sir.  None that I recall.

BS: Which are lies?

POB: None that I can recall.  But I can remember the case and I remember feeling very 
uncomfortable in the witness box.  I don't recall who the Defense Counsel was but he 
had my number.

BS: Mr {BLANK}.

POB: He had my number, Sir.

BS: Okay, but there is nothing that you can identify?

POB: No, sir.

BS: That you stated as a matter of fact in this case which you now say is incorrect?
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POB: No, no.

BS: Okay.

POB: In fact until you mentioned the tincture of opium raids I didn't even recall the name of 
this person.

BS: Alright.  Thank you, well we won't dwell on that any longer.  Now that completes the 
review of the Court files that I have been able to obtain from the Hamilton Court and 
just before we leave the Hamilton undercover duties that you were engaged in, are 
there any other matters that I haven't covered that you can recall might be of interest to 
me in the terms of my inquiry?

POB: I think we have covered them sir, other than specific cases. I think I have been open 
and frank with you as to regards what ... my method of operating.  I don't think there is 
anything else of relevance at this time.  I can tell you as we progress I got worse ... but 
that's with the beginning.

BS: Right.  (to Inspector Ross Grantham) Are there anything that you want to raise in 
connection with the Hamilton Operation that I haven't asked?

RG: Just in relation to {BLANK}, can you just qualify the fact that the ... what he was 
prosecuted for was less than what the actual purchase you made?

POB: Yes,  Mr  Grantham,  that  happened  all  the  time.  The  same  word was  rubbing,  we 
rubbed.

RB: And rubbing meant?

POB: Well, it actually came from Buddha, Buddha sticks, where we would do this to remove 
quantities of it and so ... and  produce finds which we would keep,  sorry  — I would 
keep, for my personal use, or for those other uses, and then the original, or what was 
left of the original stick, went to the Operator and from that everything was then called 
...  when you removed something from an exhibit, I would call it a rubbing.  

BS: Okay.   Alright.   Now that  completes the questions I  wanted to ask you about  the 
Hamilton side of your undercover duties.  The next aspect of your undercover duties I 
want to ask you about is your time in Dunedin.

POB: I did several operations in Dunedin, Sir, I notice only one of them.

BS: The  Dunedin  operation  that  I  have  got  from  the  Police  file  which  records  your 
undercover duties is from the 13th December 1974 to 24 December 1974, do you see 
those dates?

POB: Yes, Sir.
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BS: Now as I told you previously, according to the records that I have got from the file 
held by the Police, persons who were arrested as a result of your undercover duties 
were named {BLANK},  {BLANK}, {BLANK}, a person called {BLANK} and a 
person called {BLANK} and another person called {BLANK}.  I don't know their 
Christian names.  I asked the Court to check those names and see whether they had 
any records and they did have records but only the criminal records and I will show 
them to you if you wish, but those records show that {BLANK} was charged on 19 
December 1974 at Dunedin of offering to sell you cocaine, I will come back to that 
and then on the same day offering to sell you,  sorry - selling you cannabis.  On the 
same day smoking cannabis, and then {BLANK} on 21st December 1974 at Dunedin 
having  in  his  possession  cannabis.   On  the  same  day  somewhat  surprisingly,  at 
Greymouth rather than Dunedin he had in his possession cannabis.  On the same day, 
that is the 21st December 1974 together with a woman called {BLANK}, he had a 
roach clip in his possession;  and on the same day at Greymouth he cultivated cannabis 
and  between  1  November  1974  and  21  December  1974  again  at  Greymouth  he 
cultivated cannabis;  {BLANK}, whose name according to the record is {BLANK} is 
charged on 23 December 1974 he had cannabis in his possession.  {BLANK} whose 
name  is  {BLANK}  was  charged  that  on  30th May  1975  he  had  cannabis  in  his 
possession.  {BLANK} is or was charged on 23 December 1974 in Dunedin he was in 
possession of LSD or lysergide;  and {BLANK} was charged on 19 December 1974, 
he sold to you cannabis and again on 23 December 1974 he is charged with selling you 
cannabis.  Same day he is charged with being in possession of cannabis for supply. 
And  on  15  December  1974  he  is  charged  with  selling  you  cannabis  and  on  23 
December 1974, he is charged with being in possession of 3 pipes for use in smoking 
cannabis.  Now according to the records, I think I wrote to you and told you about all 
these, all of those chaps pleaded guilty, so I am taking from that that there was none of 
those cases where you would have had to give evidence.  Is that your recollection?

POB: There  was  one,  sir.  This  operation  you  will  notice  there  ...  there  is  references  to 
Greymouth.

BS: Yes.

POB: I am not sure if it shows on the file but the information we had was that one of those 
people, whom I don't remember, had a fishing boat operating out of Greymouth.  They 
were going to sea and they were bringing heroin in through the port of Greymouth, 
transporting it to Dunedin and selling it.  My job was to shut that down.

BS: Yes.

POB: When I arrived there wasn't heroin, well it was between shipments, so I focused on 
cannabis.  But one of them, the principal offender, did plead not guilty to selling me 
cannabis  and  that  went  to  trial,  to  jury  trial.   The  man  who  is  referred  there  to 
Greymouth.

BS: {BLANK}.
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POB: It would have been him, Sir.  And there was one charge of selling cannabis.  Why did 
it end up before a jury? It must have been a large quantity.  I don't recall.  By the time I 
got to Dunedin, Sir, I was ... my mind was barely functioning, so my memory is not 
very good.  I was a pretty serious user myself.

BS: Well, perhaps I will just go back to that because the Court records that I have show 
that {BLANK}.

POB: This is the matter in Greymouth, Sir?

BS: Yes.   Well  I  assume that  because  he  is  the  only one who has  been  charged  with 
offences at Greymouth, right?

POB: Okay, then it is probably reasonable to assume that that is the person we are talking 
about.

BS: Each of the charges that were bought against him, he appears to have pleaded guilty 
to.

POB: Now.  These would be the charges of Greymouth?

BS: No, no, Dunedin.

POB: Dunedin?

BS: Yes.

POB: Okay, well.  I do remember giving evidence against the principal offender.

BS: If  I  can help you,  the charges against  {BLANK} of  selling cocaine to you on 19 
December 1974 in Dunedin. 

POB: I don't recall giving evidence ...

BS: Selling cannabis to you on the same date and smoking cannabis on the same date 
record a plea of not guilty, so I initially thought that you may have given evidence 
here, but I went, I asked the Court to provide me with the records and the information 
I got from the Court was that, I sent a message to the Court along these lines:  'Thanks 
for your assistance.  Of the record sheets you sent me, it appears that only {BLANK} 
went to trial, it seems likely that O'Brien would have given evidence at the trial and 
though it may be a long shot, I wonder whether you would be good enough to enquire 
whether the Court file relating to the prosecution of {BLANK} is still available and 
can be accessed.  If so would you be kind enough to obtain it and arrange for it to be 
sent to the Court in Wellington so that I may examine it'.  And the lady in the Court in 
Dunedin sent me an email which says 'looking at the CRNs which are the criminal 
record numbers I sent you I think there are 3 for {BLANK}, which I have got here. 
The one numbered XXXXX/74 is dismissed, the other two and the numbers she gives 
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me, and on both of those as far as I can see on 16 January 1975 both say that the plea 
was changed to 'guilty', whereas it had originally been entered as a 'not guilty'   Mr 
{BLANK} was then convicted and remanded for sentence to 23 January 1975, or is 
there another CRN for Mr {BLANK} I have missed.  If there is something else I need 
to check.  Please let me know'.  Now.

POB: There is something missing there, Sir.

BS: Well, what appears to have been the case is that one charge of him must have gone to a 
hearing, well not necessarily, it might have been dropped, but he subsequently pleaded 
guilty after initially pleading not guilty to the other charges, so that is why I said it 
appears that none of these went to trial.

POB: Okay, well then there is one missing then perhaps, because I clearly remember giving 
evidence in the old Supreme Court, and I can remember, and the image I have in my 
mind ...

BS: In Dunedin?

POB: Yes, in the old Court, what a lovely ornate building it was, you know all the intricate 
woodwork it had in it?  And there was some serious lying going on from me in regard 
to that case.

BS: Yes, it is a nice old building down there.

POB: And this particular man, I was targeting him for the heroin.

BS: Can you remember his name?

POB: No, sir, I can't.

BS: You think he was charged with a heroin offence?

POB: No, no.  In fact I was surprised to read about the cocaine charge, I mean, my memory, 
I don't recall those.  All I can remember doing ... all I actually remember was there 
were cannabis offences because that is all that was I could actually get them with.

BS: And you can't remember his name?

POB: No, Sir.

BS: But none of the names that I have given you ring a bell?

POB: No, sir, they don't.  One of the, I say this just for completeness.  In the six bullet points 
I give, where I used the different drugs, the ones where I, the final point where I say 
this list is not exhaustive.  On occasions when I was unable to get my target, I would 
use other exhibits to use the words 'to fit them', I would fit them up.  In other words I 
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would use  evidence from other  cases  as  new evidence in  existing trials,  and it  is 
possible, but I can't, I don't clearly recall in this case in Dunedin, that the cocaine came 
from somewhere else ... it is possible.

BS: So you would give evidence?

POB: I'd "plant" it, yes.

BS: To give it hypothetically, in this case, you would say that {BLANK} sold you cocaine 
when in fact it wasn't true?

POB: Correct.

BS: Some, the cocaine had actually been brought from somewhere else?

POB: Somewhere else, correct.

BS: Do you recall whether that happened in any of those cases that I have just indicated to 
you?

POB: No, I do not recall that happening in Dunedin, Sir.  My recall of Dunedin was it was 
only cannabis,  so when you say cocaine my mind went  'oh,  where did that  come 
from?' ...  and it is possible because I was seriously after these guys.

BS: That was an offer to sell cocaine, it wasn't to sell.

POB: It was an offer? Oh okay, well that was probably just a straight out  verbal.   There 
wasn't actually any substance?  No.  On occasions I would do that yes.  If I wanted to 
get someone I would give to the Operator something and go 'right this person sold it  
to me' and I would give him the notes to support it. Fit them up, in other words

BS: So, none of the names I have given you rings a bell?

POB: No, sir, they don't.

BS: On the face of the Court records it would appear that you didn't give evidence in any 
of those cases but your recollection ...

POB: I did give evidence.

BS: There was one case where you did.

POB: Yes. The principal offender, the man who owned the fishing boat.  Which of those he 
is I don't know, I was presuming the one with the Greymouth charges, but it may not 
necessarily be the one.

BS: When  you  say  the  man  who  owned  the  fishing  boat,  this  is  the  fishing  boat  in 
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Greymouth was it?

POB: Yes, yes, he fished out of Greymouth, went to sea, met the owners of the ships and 
would off-load the heroin into the fishing boat, you know, way out to sea and import it 
into  New Zealand  through the  port  of  Greymouth.   From Greymouth  it  was  then 
transported to Dunedin.

BS: Right.

POB: And that is where I went and he was my target.

BS: On the  face  of  the  information  that  would  be,  the  only person that  could fit  that 
category on the face it seems to be {BLANK} because he is the only one who appears 
to have been in Greymouth.

POB: Right, but that may not ...

BS: May not have been.

POB: There were circumstances there.  If you were to speak to Mr {BLANK}, he would be 
able to tell you, he was the Operator. Because I distinctly remember, as I say, giving 
evidence in the Supreme Court before a jury.

BS: These events would be recorded in your undercover notes would they?

POB: Yes, sir, they were.

BS: Do you recall when the trial was?

POB: No, sir.

BS: Okay, I may follow that up but at the moment you can't give a name, it is really we 
can't really take that much further can we.

POB: No.

BS: Do you want to check these Court records for your own, to take to ...

POB: No, you read it out to me ...

BS: Except what I have ...

POB: No, no ...

BS: Oh, okay. Alright.  Okay, we go from there to Gisborne, now you have got, according 
to the records that I have got, two periods in Gisborne, one of them 8 January 1975 
through to 8 February 1975 and subsequently to, sorry from 1 May 1975 through to 15 
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June  1975.   And  under  the  guise  of  Operation  {BLANK},  it  is  called,  and  your 
Operator there was Detective Sergeant {BLANK}.  Now again we haven't had much 
joy in, I wrote to the Court and gave them the names of the people who I read out to 
you previously, you have it in that stuff somewhere.

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: And the Registrar of the Court wrote back to me and said 'I have received your letter 
of 11 December 2008 regarding the above matter.  This was referred to a Judge who 
authorised me to release the information as remains in the Gisborne Court records. 
My investigations reveal that the following persons appeared in the Gisborne District 
Court during 1975 on the following summary charges'.   I will give you the letter in a 
moment with a list of names.   You will see that I have written in pencil down the sides 
PG which indicates that they all pleaded guilty.  He says 'I regret to advise that as 10 
years has passed since the matters were disposed of, the Court no longer retains copies 
of  the  Court  files.   The  information  contained  above  is  taken  from  our  case 
management system database which records only basic information for older cases.  I 
further advise that all Gisborne criminal record sheets prior to 1989 were accidentally 
destroyed acting on archive instructions.  This means that I am unable to confirm pleas 
or if any of the matters proceeded to trial.  I could find no evidence of charges being 
laid in the Gisborne High or District Courts in respect of {BLANK}, {BLANK} and 
{BLANK}.  I apologise for not being able to supply the information requested'.   Now, 
I have also attached to this an article which appeared in the Evening Post which is a 
Wellington  newspaper  in  those  days,  (on)  I  think  it  {BLANK} 1975,  in  which  it 
records  the  various  gentlemen  appearing  in  the  Gisborne  District  Court,  or 
Magistrates' Court as it was in those days, on various charges and it records some of 
them pleading guilty, some of those pleading not guilty, and reference to the three that 
they couldn't find records of, taking various steps.   So what I will do is I will turn the 
tape off in a moment and you can read this material while we have something to eat 
and then we can, it will perhaps I hope satisfy you that in fact what the Registrar says 
is correct.

POB: Sir,  I  can confirm that  what  the Registrar ...  I  remember my operation there quite 
clearly and all defendants pleaded guilty of all charges.  One defendant who had sold 
me some LSD pleaded not guilty and when I arrived in Gisborne for the depositions 
on the morning of the depositions, he changed his mind.

BS: Right.  So you.

POB: That is correct.

BS: So you never gave evidence in the Gisborne Court?

POB: No, no.   For the purposes of your inquiry, Sir, you can disregard Gisborne.

BS: Alright,  now it  is  now quarter  to one on Thursday 30th July and we will  stop the 
interview at this particular point for a bite to eat for lunch and I will give Mr O'Brien 
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the opportunity to read that material over the lunch break and we will commence again 
in an hour's time, or do you want to commence earlier?

POB: An hour's time?

BS: What are your travel arrangements.

POB: I am staying in Wellington tonight, well, out of Wellington tonight, Sir,  I have a ride 
arranged, meeting them at 5 o'clock outside the District Court.

BS: We will be finished by then.

POB: We are progressing well, are we?

BS: Yes.  What we will do instead of taking the hour for lunch is probably just have our 
sandwiches and then start again rather than take the hour.

POB: Okay.  Very good.

BS: Okay well I will turn the tape off now and we will have something to eat and you can 
read that material.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INSERT:

During the lunch break I made comments to Mr Bruce Squire QC and request that  
their substance be entered into the record . . .

POB: In my letter to the Chief Justice I made an oblique reference to the gray-men. I would 
like you to know, Mr Squire, that I became a gray-man.

As part of my service I became an agent-coach and am responsible for teaching these 
"dirty"  techniques I  am confessing to and which became a part  of the undercover 
culture.

I have sinned – not only against myself – but also against these young men.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BS: This is the recommencement of the interview with Mr O'Brien commencing at 1.15pm 
on Thursday 30 July 2009.  Okay.  That is the records that I have been able to get for 
obvious  reasons,  not  much from the  Court  and  elsewhere  about  your  activities  in 
Gisborne  but  you  confirm that  there  were  no  cases  in  Gisborne  where  you  were 
required to give evidence?

POB: Yes, I confirm that Sir.
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BS: Okay, thank you.  And then the last aspect of your undercover duties that I want to 
cover specifically arising from the information that I have got from your Police file are 
those relating to the Nelson District.  According to the information I have got you 
were in Nelson from 29 December 1976 to 2 January 1977, so it wasn't very long.  But 
arising out of your activities there two people were prosecuted, a man by the name of 
{BLANK} and another man by the name of {BLANK}.  {BLANK} was prosecuted 
according to the information I have for possession of prescription poison and cannabis 
and {BLANK} for selling heroin but the information I have doesn't indicate who he 
was selling the heroin to.  Your Operator there according to the information I have was 
an Officer by the name of {BLANK}, does that ring any bells with you?

POB: No, sir.  I have no recollection of ever having an operation in Nelson itself, although 
the names you referred to me, the defendants, I am aware ... I did know those people 
but I have no recall of ever working in Nelson.

BS: Right.  I wrote to the Nelson Court and asked them if they had any records relating to 
the prosecution of {BLANK} and {BLANK} and in a letter to me of 9 March this year 
the criminal case flow manager for the Court over there said he checked both the High 
Court and the District Court records relating to the records of those persons and had no 
such records and I will show you a copy of that letter.

POB: Thank you, Sir.  Thank you.

BS: And just  to round that off I take it  you have no recollection of ever having given 
evidence in Nelson?

POB: That is correct, Sir.

BS: Okay.

POB: In fact, Sir, I can actually tell you I never operated from Nelson.

BS: Never operated there?

POB: So it, so the point I am sort of making is that there are ... that being an example as a 
case on this list which I was not involved in, and I would like to also note that there 
are many districts that are not on this list where I did operate.

BS: Well, we will come to that.  So you have got no recollection of having operated in 
Nelson at all?

POB: That's correct, and I would go further to say that I did not ever operate in Nelson.

BS: I suppose the possibility might be that these characters might have been arrested or 
charged or at least arrested as a result of your activities somewhere.

POB: Somewhere else, correct.
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BS: But they were dealt with in the Nelson Court.

POB: That could very well be an explanation.

BS: That could be an explanation, yes.

POB: Because I am aware that they were living there for a time ...

BS: Right.  Okay.

POB: And that may very well be the case.

BS: Right, okay.  Now that completes the record that I have been able to obtain or not 
obtain as the case may be in any specific way from the Courts and I have done that by 
reference to the information that is provided to me in the sheet, a copy of which you 
have got there but which the names have been deleted from.  It is also apparent as I 
say that from the sheet that you operated in Rotorua for a little over a month, and your 
Operator there was a Detective {BLANK}?

POB: That is correct ...

BS: But it doesn't appear that there are any prosecutions taken as a result of your activities 
there?

POB: That is correct ...

BS: You also operated in Canterbury for a period in November 1976 where your Operator 
was a Detective {BLANK}?

POB: That is correct, Sir.

BS: But on the information I have there is no indication that any prosecutions were taken 
as a result of your activities there.  Do you confirm that is the case?

POB: That is correct, Sir.  Again, the period of time I do believe is incorrect.  It is listed here 
as possibly, at least a month it is listed here.  I was there for quite some time.

BS: Well, if that is incorrect, but do you ever recall having given evidence in Christchurch 
Court?

POB: No, no, there were ... no Sir, I never gave evidence against anybody, my operation 
there was purely intelligence.

BS: Right.  And Rotorua, same?

POB: Intelligence and penetration and then introducing an agent who went in over the top of 
me.
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BS: But did you ever give evidence in the Rotorua Court?

POB: No, Sir.

BS: Nelson we have dealt with, and Wanganui which is a period of about a week in 1977, 
do you recall giving evidence there?

POB: I did not give evidence there, Sir.  Again, my operation was purely intelligence with 
regards to the computer system.

BS: Okay.  Alright, now apart from the areas that we have covered, and just to make sure 
that we covered everything, but the records may be incomplete in regard to it.  Do you 
recall  having  given  evidence  in  any  other  cases  beyond  those  which  I  have 
endeavoured to cover with you where we either don't have records or do?

POB: There is one that comes to mind and it was an operation I did here in Wellington with 
regards heroin where one person was arrested and charged with possession of heroin 
for supply and also with supply of heroin to myself.  I purchased heroin from this 
person.

BS: Can you remember the name of the accused?

POB: No, Sir, I don't.  I can tell you that it was in the Upper Hutt Court and it was towards 
the end of my operations.  So we are talking here '76 or '77, probably '76.

BS: And did the matter proceed to trial?

POB: Yes, it did.  High Court and I, from memory there was no jury so it would have been a 
Judge only I presume.

BS: In the High Court?

POB: I don't recall talking to the jury.  I guess could people elect just a Judge for a trial in 
those days?  It is a choice now.

BS: Certainly not on supply of heroin.

POB: An indictable thing.  Okay, so there may well have been a jury but I don't actually 
recall because my memory is, always ... one of the techniques I used was to talk to the 
jury, you know, sort of talk to each one and get them all nodding, you know.

BS: No, in 1977 there was no right, supplying or selling heroin in those days would have 
been ...

POB: Automatically indictable?

BS: Class A indictable offence, and would have been a jury trial, there was no capacity to 
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elect trial by Judge alone, but wholly indictable.

POB: Well, I clearly recall giving evidence in the Upper Hutt Court because it is the only 
time I ever did give evidence there, but I don't recall talking to the jury ... but ...

BS: Well, a jury trial wouldn't have been in Upper Hutt anyway because it  was only a 
District Court or Magistrates' Court  in those days.  If it was a jury trial it would have 
been in Wellington Central here, in the old High Court  building.  So it  must have 
been ...

POB: It was in Upper Hutt, Sir.

BS: Are you sure he was selling heroin?

POB: Something that was quite common was people would plea bargain, or another thing 
was we would turn the targets.  Like, I would arrest somebody or someone would be 
charged as a result of my activities, and then in return for some minimal charge, would 
then come and work for us.

BS: Alright.  What it might ...

POB: But in this case of course he would have pleaded guilty or I  would have had to give 
evidence.

BS: What  you  may,  what  might  have  happened  is  maybe  you  are  thinking  about  a 
depositions hearing in the Upper Hutt Court, that would have been the case.

POB: Aaaah.  Okay and then ...

BS: And then the High Court trial here in Wellington.

POB: It never went to trial.  Maybe he pleaded guilty in the interim because sometimes that 
happened.

BS: Pleaded guilty after depositions?

POB: Yes. yes.  But I definitely gave evidence in Upper Hutt Court because it was the only 
time I ever gave evidence there.

BS: And what stands out in your mind about the evidence you gave in that case?

POB: The lies I  told surrounding the obtaining of the evidence against  him.  The actual 
evidence that he was charged with was pretty open and shut because I organized the 
bust that, the bust went down at the time of the purchase.  So there was no shenanigans 
with the actual amounts.  The amount was what he was found with.  The shenanigans 
was to do with how I entrapped him for selling me the heroin which involved we, him 
and I, using heroin ... and stuff like.
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BS: But there were no lies in that case about the amounts or anything of that kind?

POB: No, that was clear cut. I didn't actually give evidence as to the amounts, the local drug 
squad would have done that.  The drugs were seized from his vehicle at the time of the 
purchase.

BS: Now, okay, what's not on my list ...

POB: There is quite a few.  New Plymouth is missing.  Tauranga is missing. Whakatane is 
missing, I worked all over the country, Sir.

BS: Yes, I think there is reference somewhere to New Plymouth.  Maybe that is because 
perhaps  you  can  just  confirm  it,  in  those  areas,  say  New  Plymouth,  Tauranga, 
Whakatane, do you recall giving evidence in cases up there?

POB: No,  they  were  intelligence  operations  where  the  target,  after  being  arrested,  then 
agreed to work for us.

BS: Right.  Well  that will  probably be why this is not here because my inquiry of the 
Police was to identify the cases in which you have given evidence.

POB: Probably, yes, okay.  Which is the case, yes, quite correct.  I think it ... earlier in this 
interview I referred to the SPACKMAN Report which gives the number of my arrests 
and charges and also I also made reference to the WILSON Report which details the 
period of time I worked in Criminal Intelligence. (see footnotes on page 66, below)

BS: Yes.

POB: And the SPACKMAN Report numbers over 150 and the different offences and the 
WILSON Report delineates or defines the periods of time of the three years that I 
actually worked for Criminal Intelligence. 

BS: Yes.   

POB: I didn't see either of those Reports on this file but I only looked very quickly.

BS: The ... it seems apparent though, doesn't it from what we have done and the exercises 
we have undertaken here today that if the sum total of your arrests was, or the arrests 
made as a result of your activities was in the order of 150 people or accused with 
charges, in a large proportion of those you probably didn't give evidence because of 
pleas of guilty or ...

POB: Yes, or trades ...

BS: Or trades or whatever ...

POB: Yes, sir.
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BS: But  it  seems  that  in  the  cases  in  which  you  actually  gave  evidence  in  Court  are 
relatively few.

POB: We have addressed the main ones I think, to some degree, particularly Hamilton.

BS: Have you had any contact dealings with any of those people?

POB: No, Sir, I haven't.

BS: Since?

POB: No, none at all.

BS: Probably wouldn't want to.

POB: I have spent my life running and hiding from them.

BS: Although you did say, didn't you, in the interview you had with TV3 or in a letter I 
can't remember which ...

POB: TV3, Sir ...

BS: It was your intention to meet up with these people and apologise?

POB: Yes, yes ...

BS: And confront them, as it were.  Have you done that?

POB: No, Sir.  And the reason is simply because I don't have their names.

BS: Okay.  And do you still intend to do that?

POB: I don't know.

BS: What has changed your mind?

POB: Initially I felt that that was an important part of what I was doing, but since then its 
importance seems to have faded somewhat in my mind.  I tried very hard to contact 
them,  I  mean I  put  out  advertisements  in  newspapers  or  magazines;  I  have got  a 
prominent presence on the Internet; I have advertised in places where people like that 
would have contact or people they know would have contact.  I have advertised ... one 
of the advertisements I placed was in the Waikato District Law Society (newsletter), 
appealing to the law firms that would have represented these people.  But I have had 
no contact with them.

BS: And nobody has come out who was offered those?
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POB: No-one.  No-one Sir.  Not one.

BS: Invitations by you to contact you.  Nobody has come to you and said 'I am one of these 
people that was wrongly convicted as a result of your activities'?

POB: No.  I have worked on two presumptions, and they are only presumptions.  One is that 
they are  all  dead,  or,  that  some arrangement  had been made with  the  Crown and 
their ... the issues they had have been resolved financially.

BS: Right.  Well I should tell you and I will that as a result of the publicity that surrounded 
my appointment to carry out this inquiry, none of these people came forward.

POB: Right.

BS: And I don't know what the reason for that is.

POB: Right.

BS: But that is one of the reasons why I was given the publicity that would enable them to 
do that.

POB: I can tell you Mr Squire, I am not obsessed with this.  You know, I have achieved what 
I set out to achieve for myself personally and I am prepared to let it go at that.  I mean 
I am still quite happy to face the repercussions in a legal sense, but for these people, 
well, I can only do so much. I am only me. I have, you know, finite reasons, very 
limited resources and time and energy, so I have done what I think was the best I can 
do and, at that point, I feel I just have to leave it.

BS: As a Police Officer, even though you were much younger then and essentially just 
beginning on your Police career, you would have known what perjury was, wouldn't 
you?

POB: Oh, yes.

BS: And presumably when you told the lies that you have told us about today you were 
aware that you were doing so deliberately with the intention of misleading the Court.

POB: Yes, Sir. Yes, Sir.

BS: And that is perjury?

POB: Yes, Sir.

BS: And you acknowledge that?

POB: Yes, Sir.   Because of my upbringing I know what a lie is.
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BS: Yes.  A lie is a lie, perjury is a lie of a different setting.

POB: Yes, but I swore on oath.  My hand on the Bible to tell the truth.  So not only was it a 
sin against these people,  but it was also a sin against myself.

BS: Now, I have covered I think probably most of the information that I have got or what I 
wanted to cover with you in this interview.  So far as the detail I have been able to get 
is concerned are there any other matters that you want to raise with me while you have 
got the opportunity here?   That haven't been covered, that you think I need to know 
about or you want me to know about?

POB: There are, Sir, but they are probably outside the scope of your Inquiry.

BS: Well,  just  give me brief headings without going into detail  and we will  make that 
judgment.  If, given the opportunity, what would you want to talk to me about that we 
haven't already addressed?

POB: One of the problems ...  have you heard of a man called Serpico, Sir, he was a New 
York undercover cop?

BS: No.

POB: Frank Serpico?

BS: No.

POB: Frank Serpico was an undercover Narcotics Officer who worked in New York city and 
he was disgusted with the level  of corruption that  existed in the Department.   He 
wanted to do something about it.  One of the problems that he had was finding an 
official in whom he could trust.  Maybe some time in the future, Mr Squire, I will 
come back and talk to you about some other matters which are quite serious.

BS: Yes.

POB: With regard to things that I did that are not within the scope of your current Inquiry 
which relates to tampering with evidence and perjury.  These are other things and I 
loosely refer to them under the 6th bullet point which says 'This list is not exhaustive'.

BS: Yes, I understand that.  I am constrained by the terms of my Inquiry.

POB: Yes, I understand that Sir, I understand ...

BS: And I don't have any jurisdiction and to extend it any further would be wrong for me 
to embark on a discussion with you ...

POB: Yes, I understand that Sir, that's right, and I won't waste your time or my time or the 
Inspector's time here in addressing that.
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BS: Those matters apart, is there anything else that you want to raise?

POB: No, Sir, no.

BS: Ross, any questions that you want to raise?

RG: No, I have no questions, thank you very much.

BS: Okay, that is it as far as I am concerned.  You have got the file which I suggest you 
take with you.

POB: Thank you, Sir.  Thank you for holding it for me.

BS: Alright,  I  won't  need it.  If there is anything that you want clarified or any further 
information that occurs to you after you have left here, you have got my email address.

POB: Yes.

BS: What I will do, as I said at the outset, is to get my Secretary to type up this tape and I 
will send it to you and you can check it over and make sure that it reflects everything 
you said and you are happy with it.  If necessary, and you need to check it against the 
tape itself.

POB: No, Sir, I would be quite happy with what you do.

BS: I will need to copy it from the tapes and send it to you but that can be done.

POB: Can you do that digitally on a disk?

BS: Don't ask me, my Secretary will have to deal with all of that.  

POB: Well, we could use the Post Restante service because I don't actually, you know I am a 
homeless individual, I don't actually have an address.

BS: Yes, I understand that. What I will do is when the transcript is typed we should be able 
to send it to you by email?

POB: That's right, yes, as an attachment, yes.

BS: And that is how I will do it.

POB: Very good.
BS: If there is anything else needed to be done I will have to make arrangements to send it 

to the address that I sent the first thing.

POB: Okay.
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BS: Other than that, I think that is it ...

POB: Very good.

BS: The main thing, it may be the case, that, depending on some further inquiries I may 
need to make arising out of the discussions we have had today, that I will need to talk 
to you again.

POB: I am happy to come back and see you again, Sir.

BS: It doesn't necessarily have to be here, I could meet you somewhere else in the course 
of my travelling around the country for other reasons.  But we will see what develops 
arising out of that.

POB: Fine.

BS: Alright, it just remains to thank you for coming.

POB: Thank you, Sir.

BS: And let's leave it at that. That is the finish of the interview at 1.42 pm on Thursday 30 
July 2009.65

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

INSERT: 

At the conclusion of our interview I made comments to Mr Bruce Squire QC and  
request that their substance be entered into the record . . .

POB: I would like you to know, Mr Squire, that in the event charges are preferred against me 
arising from these matters, I will plead guilty and take whatever comes to me.

That said, I will not stand and wait in the sun forever; it is my intention to leave New 
Zealand at the end of the coming summer (April/May 2010) and return to my life.

I tell you this because I do not want my departure construed that I have run away.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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FOOTNOTES:

       References are made during interview to the following reports . . .

1.  WILSON Report – summarising O'Brien's undercover service:

•   "The Constable has spent three years as a professional  agent in the 
intelligence programmes of the New Zealand Police, a period of duty not 
exceeded by any other single police officer in contemporary history".  

Dated: 9 February 1977

2.  SPACKMAN Report – summarising O'Brien's undercover duties:

•  "In excess of 150 people were arrested and charged with crimes relevant 
to narcotics, gaming, vice, burglaries, receiving stolen property and 
indecent acts".

•  "Throughout, Constable O'Brien has applied himself well as an under- 
cover agent exceeding on every occasion what was expected of him".

•  That "during a trial of numerous offenders for narcotic and burglary 
offences in February 1975, where O'Brien was the principal witness, and 
where  O'Brien  conducted  himself  under  lengthy  attacks  from  defence 
counsels in their attempt to discredit his evidence and personal conduct, 
motivated Mr Justice Beattie to write to the Commissioner commending 
the Constable"

Dated: 4 February 1976
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